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A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS ON SECOND-GRADE STUDENTS
OF A LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM
Michael Frazee, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University, 1991
Investigators

of

leadership behavior have la rg e ly overlooked

the period during early childhood when adjustment to the group is
in itia lly

acquired

and

practiced.

This

study

was

designed

to

determine whether leadership s k ills could be taught to second-grade
s tudents.

The purpose o f the

effectiveness

of the Leadership

research
Is V ita l

was to

determine

to Education

the

(L .I.V .E .)

(Lockett, 1982) leadership curriculum.
A major

assumption

in

th is

study

was

th a t

le a d e rs h ip

development could be an appropriate outcome of the elementary school
curriculum

and

could

leadership-training

be

f a c ili t a t e d

component

into

the

by

introducing

existing

a

specific

curriculum.

The

objective was to determine whether the concept of leadership and the
development of proficiency

in the s k ills

needed to function as a

leader could be taught to second-grade students by incorporating a
l e a d e r s h ip - t r a in i n g

curriculu m

in to

th e ir

r e g u la r

education

curriculum.
The
design.

research

design

was

the

p retest/posttest

control-group

Eight second-grade classrooms were randomly selected for

the study.

Four were assigned to a 15-week treatment,

and four
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experienced no change in t h e ir curriculum.

Four separate subscales

of the Scales for Rating the Behavioral C haracteristics of Superior
Students (Renzulli,

Smith,

White,

Callahan,

used as the instrumentation device.

& Hartman,

1976) were

Analysis of covariance was used

to te s t the hypotheses.
The data
groups,

the

appeared to
leadership

analysis
null

indicated

hypotheses

indicate

that

curriculum

did

th a t,

could

students
d iffe r

when comparing

be

rejected.

receiving

the

The

findings

instruction

s ig n ific a n tly

on

the

to ta l

in

the

adjusted

posttest mean score from those in the control group on a ll measures
except the Communication--Expressiveness subscale.
The

r e s u lt s

understanding that

of

the

study

the lim ita tio n s

a b i l i t y to generalize the re su lts .
the

effects

must
of

be
the

viewed

w ith

a

fu ll

sample may a ffe c t

the

I t is also d i f f i c u l t to separate

of the method from those of

the

teacher,

and

this

interaction of teacher and method may accentuate or detract from the
potential merits of leadership instruction.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The 1980s have been characterized as a decade of platforms for
educational change (Thomas, 1987).
released by national
concern

fo r

task

the future

In 1983 alone, fiv e reports were

forces

and commissions,

of youths

and society

a ll

expressing

and a ll

proposing

recommendations for ways in which educational policies and practices
might be altered to address such concerns (Martin, 1988).
According to an a r t i c l e in U.S. News and World Report (Bennett,
1 9 85 ),

the Educational

Tes tin g S e rv ic e ,

Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT),

which a dm inisters

indicated there was a decline

average college board SAT scores through the 1970s.
averagescores

decline,

but

the

number

of

high

the
in

Not only did
scores

dropped

precipitously as well during the 8-year period from 1972 to 1980.
Until 1970, the number of students scoring 650 and above on the SATs
had increased from year to year.

From 1972 to 1980,

however, the

number of students scoring 650 or above on the math te s t dropped
2 2 %.
The
claimed

National Commission on
that

Excellence

in

the educational foundations of

Education

(1983)

American society are

presently being eroded by a ris in g tide of mediocrity that threatens
the

very

future

of

th is

nation

and the

American

people.

The

Commission claimed that the number of students displaying the s k ills

1
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associated with leadership,

such as good decision making,

problem

solving, and e ffe c tiv e communication, is decreasing.
Much of what

is

read or heard about

the

present

p o lit ic a l

conditions in the United States leads the observer to believe that a
greater need

for pro ficien t leadership exis ts.

leaders lik e

the country used to have, according to Fred

(c ited in Morrow, 1987),

There is

a cry for
Greenstern

a historian at Princeton U niversity.

As

Ronald Reagan concluded his fin a l term, he became the sixth United
States president in 28 years.

According to Morrow (1987), that was

an alarming turnover and an enigmatic commentary on the problems of
leadership in America in the la te 20th century.

During that period,

according to the same a r t i c l e , this country witnessed the following
changes

in

leadership:

John

Kennedy

was

assassinated,

Lyndon

Johnson was driven from o ffic e , Richard Nixon was forced to resign,
and Gerald Ford, an unelected president, was rejected at the po lls.
According to Greenstern (cited in Morrow, 1987), Americans now
need leadership.

They need a leader to give them a sense of th e ir

coherence and role

in the world,

believe the direction
private

liv e s .

of th e ir

especially

country

at

a time when they

is going

Greenstern wondered where our

to a ffe c t

heroes

th e ir

have gone.

Whereas American society knows no re s tra in t in protecting endangered
species, the most
man or woman

endangered of a ll may very well be the leader--the

who is perceived by one or more others

as exerting

e ith e r short- or long-term influence, authority, or power in a given
situation (Boles & Davenport, 1983).
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A barrage of books, a r t i c l e s ,
students

in American

schools

and reports have concluded that

do not

th in k

as

s k illfu lly

and

c r i t i c a l l y as one might wish and has been demonstrated in the past.
A Nation
1983)

at Risk (National Commission

also pointed to deficiencies

on Excellence

in

in Education,

h igher-level

thinking

o f the

forces

as a

major weakness in American education.
Yet,

considering

World War

II,

p o ss ib le

the experience

whose e ffo r ts

through spe c ia l

at

producing

tra in in g

had

armed

leaders
some

during

as quickly

p o s i t iv e

as

r e s u lt s

(S to g d ill, 1974), that research findings have suggested that leaders
can be id e n tifie d at a young age (Pigors,
personal

t r a i t s are

re p o rte d

consistently to be ignored,

1935),

amongle a d e rs

of

and that certain
a ll

ages

too

i t seems reasonable to conduct research

on the development of leadership behavior among children.
Today,

there

(Wynne, 1984).

is

a need

fo r

strong

leadership

in

education

This need applies to those in charge as well as to

those receiving the services.

I f America is to have a well-educated

society directed by e ffe c tiv e leaders, the schools must play a major
role in teaching students to be leaders (Hillman & Smith, 1981).
According
business

to

S t o g d il l

le a d e rs h ip

(1974),

has been

m ilita ry ,

e x t e n s iv e ly

in d u s tria l,

researched,

and

whereas

leadership of others such as criminal leaders and labor leaders has
been r e la t iv e ly neglected.

I t appears that the r e la t iv e absence of

studies concerning d if fe r e n t aspects of leadership in young children

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

implies

an additional

area

of

leadership

studies

that

has

been

neglected.
Statement of the Problem
This study was designed to determine whether leadership s k ills
can be taught to second-grade students.
sought

to determine

the

In addition, the researcher

e ffe c tiv e n e s s

of

le a d e r s h i p - t r a i n i n g

materials with second-grade students.
Lockett’ s (1982) and DeHaan’ s (1962) work supported the b e lie f
that i t is possible to develop in students of early elementary age
the s k ill s

associated with

leadership--those being s k ill s

and w ritten communication, group leadership s k i l l s ,
s k ills ,

and decision-making

s k ills .

What

is

problem-solving

then

s tra te g y f o r s y s t e m a t ic a lly teaching le a d e rs h ip
classroom (Gallagher,
effectiveness

of

1982).

materials

The focus of th is
used

to

teach

of oral

needed

s k ills

is

a

in the

study was on the

leadership

s k ills

to

children 7 and 8 years of age and in the second grade.
Objectives of the Study
The purpose of this research was to determine the effectiveness
o f a le a d e rs h ip
(L .I.V .E .)

Leadership

Is

V ita l

to

Education

(Lockett, 1982), to be used with second-grade students.

The re search er
c u rric u lu m ,

c u rric u lu m ,

attempted

which

to determine whether the

included

in s t r u c t io n

in

o ral

le a d e rs h ip

and

w r it t e n
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communication s k i l l s , group leadership s k i l l s ,

problem solving, and

decision making, can increase students’ s k ill s in those areas.
Importance of the Study
History has shown repeatedly that within every c r is is are the
seeds of it s

resolution

Although there can be

no

question that

the Americanpublic education system has problems,

it

is

also

true that

(Wynne, 1984).

within

this breakdown

are

the

beginnings

of

solutions to those problems.
Hillman and Smith (1981) expressed the b e li e f that
school’ s re sp onsib ility to t r a in young leaders.
potential

it

is the

Indications of the

of youths have been revealed in the li t e r a t u r e

d is c ip lin e s,
and s o c ia l
suggesting

including

psychology,

sciences.
that

There

children

are

is

philosophy,

and the biological

much a n th ro p o lo g ic a l

competent

to

of many

assume

a

evidence

v a riety

of

s ig n ific a n t social obligations and re s p o n s ib ilitie s

at early ages.

The

assigned

fa c t

th a t

young

c h ild r e n

r o u t i n e ly

are

the

re sp o n s ib ility of infant care is such an example; such care requires
a high degree of competence and commitment.
A number of

writers

have suggested

that

development of leadership behavior in children

research
is

in

the

appropriate and

needed (Chauven & Karnes, 1984a; DeHaan, 1962; Lockett,

1982).

If

the development of future leaders is a goal of society, there is a
need for

programs to

reach

into

the

schools,

offered in business and government operations.

as

well

as

being

This study was an

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

endeavor to determine whether young children can learn leadership
s k i l l s , a tra in in g philosophy that h is t o r ic a lly has been used with
d iffe r e n t populations.
D efinitions
Leadership tra in in g was defined as the a r t of systematically
instructing
( L o c k e tt ,
that

individuals
1 9 8 2 ).

in

For the

Lockett developed fo r

graders
t ra in in g .

were

the

used for

attainment

purposes

of

leadership

the

of
th is

s k ills

systematic

leadership
study,

tra in in g

instruction

s k ill s

m a te r ia ls
fo r

of

second

leadership

Further discussion of curriculum materials is included in

the methodology section.
Specific
students

leadership

included

(a )

s k ill s
w r it t e n

that

were taught

communication

to

second-grade

s k ills ,

(b)

oral

communication s k i l l s , (c) group leadership techniques, (d) decision
making s k i l l s , and (e) problem-solving s k i l l s .

S p e c ific a lly , these

s k ill s were defined as follows:
1.

Written

communication:

s k ills

that

assist

children

in

turning thoughts into meaningful words, sentences, and paragraphs.
2.

Oral communication:

s k ills

learning to say what they r e a lly mean,

th at

a s s is t c h ild r e n

at the r ig h t time,

in

to the

rig h t people, accurately and honestly.
3.

Groupleadership:

s k ills that assist children in learning

how to chair a group and lead i t in the accomplishment of an agreed
goal, as well as in learning how to be good followers.
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4.
the

Decision making:

positive

and

s k ills that assist children in assessing

negative

consequences

of

decisions,

making

a

choice, and being able to li v e with the choice.
5.

Problem solving:

id en tifying
the

best

the problem,

a lte rn a tiv e ,

s k ills that assist children in accurately
li s t i n g

a lte rn a tiv e

implementing the

solutions,

s o lu t io n ,

selecting

and f i n a l l y

evaluating the choice that was made.
Assumptions
The major

assumption

in

th is

study

was t h a t

le a d e rs h ip

development can be an appropriate outcome of the elementary school
curric u lu m

and can be f a c i l i t a t e d

leadership-training

component

development of behaviors,

into

s k ills ,

can be considered as leadership
psychological

and social

by

the

in tro d u c in g

existing

and attitudes

a s p e c if ic

curriculum.
that

The

c o lle c tiv e ly

is an important dimension of the

development of

children

in

second-grade

classrooms.
Another major
begins

early

in

assumption

the

in

developmental

th is

study was that

process.

leadership

According

to

Burns

(1978), at the moment infants are expelled from the calm warmth and
dependence of the uterus

into

the

shocking,

bewildering

cold

of

lig h t and sound, they begin the life lo n g process of stimulation and
response that w ill culminate for some in s k ills and motivations for
leadership.
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8
Research Objectives
The researcher had m ultiple
firs t

objectives

in

th is

study.

was to determine whether the concept o f leadership

taught

to

second-grade

students

by

incorporating

a

The
can be

lead e rs h ip -

train in g curriculum as part of t h e ir regular education curriculum.
The remaining research o b je c tiv e s
r e la t e d

le a d e rs h ip

s k ills

of

communication, group le a d e r s h ip ,

revolved around w h e th e r the
o ral

communication,

problem s o lv in g ,

making can be taught to second-grade students
leadership-training curriculum as part of t h e ir

w ritte n

and d e c is io n

by in co rp o ratin g
re g u la r

a

education

curriculum.
Overview
An introduction to the study, d e fin itio n s o f substantive terms,
and specific information regarding the purpose, research questions,
importance,
chapter.

and assumptions

the

study were

included

in

th is

A review of li t e r a t u r e guiding th is research is presented

in Chapter I I .

In Chapter I I I ,

procedures are described.
in Chapter IV.
findings

of

the design of the study and research

The findings of the study are presented

The study concludes with Chapter V,

are discussed

and

implications

fo r

fu ture

in which the
research

documented.
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are

CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
The development of leaders has long been a need of organized
communities;

consequently,

it

has been the re s p o n s ib ility

of the

various educational in s titu tio n s of these communities ( J e tt,

1983).

Despite the fact that no single accepted d e fin itio n fo r leadership
exists

(Burns,

1978),

the

development

of

s k ills ,

a ttitu d e s ,

and

a b i l i t i e s that c o lle c tiv e ly can be considered leadership is a muchdiscussed
1974).

and

researched

concept

in

adult

education

Leadership programs have t r a d it io n a lly

(S to g d ill,

been developed fo r

certain student populations such as student council o ffic e rs (Gray &
P f e if f e r ,
Donant,

1987;

S t ile s ,

& Lawson,

1982),

Richardson & Feldhusen,
very

nature,

are

leadership s k ills

1986),

fo r

and

1986).

community-group
g ifte d

(Lawson,

(Gallagher,

1987;

These programs, according to t h e ir

adolescents

in a school

students

leaders

who

have

already

or community group.

demonstrated

However,

these

programs have neither been documented nor researched as frequently
in the l i t e r a t u r e

in v o lv in g

the

development

of

le a d e rs h ip

elementary-aged children.
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in

10

H istorical Review of Schools and Leadership Training
Investigators

of leadership behavior have la rg e ly

overlooked

the period during early childhood when adjustment to the group is
in itia lly

acquired and practiced

investigators have v ir t u a l l y
could
tra its

contribute

to

1984).

By doing

ignored a source o f

a better

and behavior,

(Kagen,

understanding

which persist

th is ,

information that

of

adult

from childhood.

leadership
By the time

adults are studied for leadership t r a i t s and behavior ( J e tt ,

1983),

t h e ir behavior has long been determined by such factors as customs,
rewards, tr a d itio n s , past experiences, or emotions.
is

trying

f a ile d
adults.

to

to

isolate which

contribute,

to

The behavior

factors
the

or variables

emergence

of children

is

of

The d i f f i c u l t y
contributed,

leadership

more or

less

in

or

these

spontaneous.

Their actions are less covert and therefore e a s ily v is ib le and open
to investigation.

Children are generally not yet f u l l y conditioned

and molded by group experiences as is the adult population (Kagen,
1984).
Boulding (1979) cited studies in which children demonstrated an
impressive capacity to provide nurturance for t h e ir peers and adults
during

times

of

stress.

Raymond

(1982)

thought

that

children

possess an unparalleled potential to catalyze positive social change
through the development and expression of diverse, exploratory, and
optim istic images of future societies.
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Masini

(1959)

suggested that

children

possess

a power

that

adults have lo s t- - t h e power to create images of ra d ic a lly d if fe r e n t
future societies b u ilt by democratic p a rtic ip a tio n in the process of
social reform.

Based ona collection of studies

involving It a li a n

youths, Masini asserted that young people possess a unique capacity
to store and to

c u ltiv a te

the seeds of change,

from a heightened a b i l i t y

a capacity arising

to lis te n and to sense the feelings and

energy within the structure of the social system.
Such findings seem to indicate the capacity of youths to create
images of the future that are powerful enough to guide and motivate
positive social change.

Young people have demonstrated capacities

to provide leadership and nurturance.
portion
quently,

of

t h e ir

waking

educators

have

hours
a

Today’ s youths spend a large

in

educational

settings.

unique

opportunity

to

Conse

fa c ilita te

the

teaching of leadership within the school setting.
Stark (1978) claimed that leadership education can e ffe c t iv e ly
begin in kindergarten or f i r s t grade.
of leadership
le a d e r s h ip ,

instruction:
(3 )

(1)

moral

He id e n tifie d fiv e components
education,

communication education,

(4 )

(2)

analysis

c r e a t iv e

of

problem

solving, and (5) o rg a n iz a tio n a l-s k ills development.
Bloom and Sosnisk’ s (1981) research offered hope that schools
have the potential
of leadership.

for teaching s k ills that fo s te r the development

Bloom (1964) stated:

I find that many of the individual differences in school
learning are manmade and accidental, rather than fixed in the
individual at the time of conception. My major conclusion is:
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"What any person in the world can learn, almost a ll persons can
learn i f provided with appropriate p rio r and current conditions
of learning."
However, I would q u alify th is by stating that
th e re are some in d iv id u a ls with emotional and physical
d i f f i c u l t i e s who are l i k e l y to prove to be exceptions to this
generalization (perhaps 2 to 3 percent of the population). At
the other extreme are 1 or 2 percent of individuals who learn
in such unusually capable ways that they may be exceptions to
the theory. At th is stage of the work, i t applies most c le a rly
to the middle 95 percent of a school population, (p. 18)
I f one accepts Bloom’ s theory of school learning, one can be encour
aged by the knowledge that leadership trainin g can influence 95% of
the school population.
Although inductive studies of social psychology, primary groups
in p a r tic u la r ,

have indicated

that

every

individual

in

a social

group both influences the behaviors of others and is influenced by
them (Hurlock, 1972), research has shown that when groups of two or
more members are formed,
1952).

In

whatever

guise--social

in f lu e n c e ,

or

p a r tic u la r ly

important

educational

pure

process

a temporary leader emerges (Kurth-Schai,
power

c h a r is m a - -t h is
in a social

its e lf

or

control,

personal

dominance,

ascendance

is

view of education because the

can be thought

of

as a primary-group

process.
The classroom may be thought to constitute a primary group in
that i t

is characterized by intimate face-to-face

association and

cooperation and is c h ie fly instrumental in forming the social nature
and ideals

of each child

in

that

classroom

(Kurth-Schai,

1952).

Thus, research, theory, and practical sense a ll would indicate that
the classroom and the e n tire primary school experience are important
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as sources of study on the emergence of leadership behavior in the
c h ild ’ s psychological and social assignment.
Since the early 1960s, the focus of education has switched to
r e fl e c t a national concern for providing equal educational opportu
n it ie s

to

as many children

as possible

(Hillman

& Smith,

1981).

Although research concerning leadership development in children has
not been as extensive as work with adult leadership development, a
number of contributions s a lie n t to the topic have been made since
the

1930s.

As more

and

more

research

was

centered

development of leadership in the general population,

on

the

investigations

of leadership in youths began to be undertaken in various groups and
s e ttin g s ,

i.e .,

educationally

summer

related

camps,

fa c ilitie s

development of the child

nursery
that

schools,

were

and

associated

(Karnes, Chauven, & Trant,

o th e r

with

1983;

the

Parker,

1983).
A number of researchers
high

school

students

C a rro ll, 1932).

studying youth

as t h e ir

population

leadership

(Brown,

1933;

have used
Finch

&

Research studies involving elementary-aged children

have been lim ited (Acuff, 1965; DeHaan, 1962; Hardy, 1975; Lockett,
1982;

Parten ,

leadership

1934).

O v e r a l l,

in young children

the

body

of

knowledge

represents a c ollection

of

about

isolated

e ffo r ts and approaches to the subject.
Methods and techniques used to study th is
varied.

In the 1930s,

some observational

subject

have been

research was completed.
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Parten (1934) investigated the leadership development of 2- and 3year-old

children

in

n a tu r a lis tic

laboratory schools.

settings

Through her work,

preschoolers an observational

rating

of

play

groups

and

she developed fo r use with
scale

that

included

several

aspects of leadership behaviors.
In addition to the observational studies,
experimental

studies have been conducted.

a lim ited number of

The use of sociometric

techniques was a popular method of gathering information about the
nature of selection of leaders among children in formal and informal
settings

(Gold,

1962).

Some researchers have attempted to

adapt

methods and procedures from the research on adult learners and to
apply them to the development

of

leadership

in

children

(Hardy,

1975; Lockett, 1982).
Three basic concepts were repeated in the li t e r a t u r e regarding
leadership development
c h il d

le a d e r ,

the

in children.

These are the t r a i t s

c h i l d ’ s perception

of

le a d e r s h ip ,

of the
and

the

of

the

beginning of leadership.
T ra its of Child Leaders
The t r a i t

theorists

t w e n tie th

century

q u a litie s

or t r a i t s

of leadership

b e lie v e d

th at

a le a d e r

that were d iffe r e n t

therefore,

they thought

q u a litie s

(S to g d ill,

it

in the early

part

possessed

from those of

s u p e r io r
followers;

should be possible to determine

1974).

evidence that certain personal

Stogdill

cited

uniformly

q u a litie s and t r a i t s

these

positive

are common to
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both adult and child leaders.

This would appear to be especially

true where the demands for a leader are based on expertise r e la t iv e
to a s itu a tio n .
In

a

le a d e r s h ip -tr a it

Karnes et a l.

study

done

with

g ifte d

adolescents,

(1983) found that the leadership-potential

score of

the High School Personality Questionnaire (HSPQ) f a ile d to d iffe r e n 
t i a t e between individuals who held at least one elected leadership
position and those who held no such position.

However, the analysis

of the HSPQ p ro file s revealed that elected leaders tended to be open
minded, sensitive, tense, group dependent, and conscientious.
Not a l l

research

has supported the

th e o ry

th a t

personal

c haracteristics are r e lia b le predictors of leadership in children or
adults.

Stogdill (1974), although finding common leadership t r a i t s ,

reported considerable negative evidence.
trend

found

c o rre la tio n

in

the

results

indicated

between le a d e rs h ip

He stated that the general
there

was

a low positive

and c h ro n o lo g ic a l

age,

h e ig h t,

weight, physique, energy, and personal appearance.
In his Studies

in Leadership. Gouldner

inadequacies of the t r a i t approach.
rank t r a i t s

(1950)

cited numerous

The i n a b i l i t y of the theory to

in p r io r i t y and the fact that the studies were largely

descriptive rather than answering the question of how these t r a i t s
develop or become organized are examples of t h e ir inadequacies.

He

fu rth e r c r it ic iz e d this approach by stating th a t there seems to be
an implied assumption that the leaders’ t r a i t s existed before they
assumed positions of leadership.

Gouldner (1950)

and J e tt

(1983)
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cautioned, however, that although the hypothesis that certain t r a i t s
and characteristics are common to a ll leaders is challengeable, the
recognition of some empirical support for the t r a i t theory should be
a s u ffic ie n t indicator to researchers, le s t they ignore the poten
t i a l inherent in the trait-approach hypothesis.
The t r a i t

approach to the study of leadership

is

especially

appropriate in the study of the development of leadership in very
young

children,

for

the

tra its

of

these

child

leaders

assume

significance i f data exist suggesting there is a causal relationship
between

these

tra its

and

the

assumption

of,

or

assignment

to,

positions of leadership (J e tt , 1983).
Abrahamson (1952) suggested that leaders generally possess the
positive and middle-class characteristics of good grooming, pleasing
physical
social

appearance,

fluency of speech,

achievement d rive,

and a

background that includes an educated family and a positive

social status.
In
(1934)

a study
reached

of

leadership

conclusions

that

among

preschool

suggest

children,

leadership

may

in

Parten
large

measure be a function of the whole situation and that i t is possible
that the a rt of leadership is learned by being the follower of a
strong leader.

Her studies showed that preschool leaders possessed

common positive t r a i t s and were socially p a r tic ip a tiv e , more i n t e l 
lig e n t, more verbally flu e n t, s lig h tly older, and came from parents
in the upper occupational leve ls .

She found differences in gender

among leaders to be neglig ib le .
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In a comprehensive analysis of research conducted since 1900,
Gouldner (1950) attempted to find consistent relationships between
the personality t r a i t s of individuals and t h e ir behavior in groups.
Although he reported correlations to be low, Gouldner nevertheless
reported positive correlations between leadership and in te llig e n c e ,
adjustment extroversion, dominance, masculinity,

and empathy.

The

highest correlation was between in tellig en c e and leadership.
Secord and Backman (1964) did a review of the research sim ilar
to

Gouldner’ s

concluded

that

(1950),

comparing

e ffo rts

to

find

leaders
a

with

nonleaders.

consistent

pattern

characterizing leaders had consistently met with f a ilu r e .

of

They
tra its
Reasons

Secord and Backman cited fo r this f a ilu r e were inadequate appraisal
devices, unreliable or in v a lid appraisal techniques, and the b e lie f
that leadership is probably a complex pattern of function roles.
In much of the early research on leadership in children,
topic was studied as a personality c h a ra c te ris tic ,

the

placing emphasis

on id e n tific a tio n of a leader on the basis of the possession of a
given

tra it

or

repertoire

of

tra its .

Cox

(1926)

attempted

to

id e n tify those leadership t r a i t s that were most prevalent among g ir l
leaders in a camp setting.

He developed and rank ordered a l i s t of

13 t r a i t s that d iffe re n tia te d between leaders and nonleaders at the
camp.

The

four

tra its

at

the

top

were

health

and

v ita lity ,

o r ig in a li t y , sympathy, and i n i t i a t i v e .
As

in

research

id e n tify t r a i t s

on

leadership

in

adults,

the

attempts

to

in children indicative of leadership have been less
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than conclusive

(Hemphill,

1956;

S to g d ill,

1948).

The extent

to

which the previously mentioned t r a i t s are in d ic a tiv e of leadership
potential has not been established conclusively.
The C hild’ s Perception of Leadership
The second concept researched in the li t e r a t u r e was the c h ild ’ s
p e rcep tion

o f le a d e r s h ip .

Research in v o lv in g

studies

th at

considered leadership in terms of the c h ild ’ s concept of leadership
was scarce.
Some studies have demonstrated how children chose leaders when
sociometric techniques were

used

(Rogers,

1954;

S to g d ill,

1974).

There appeared to be some knowledge on the c h ild ’ s part as to the
function of the roles of leader and friends,

and how people were

chosen to f u l f i l l leadership roles.
In 1962, DeHaan completed a Study of leadership s k ill s in more
than 200 children 5 to 13 years of age.
were asked to give th e ir d e fin itio n s

In th is

study,

of leadership.

The answers

were analyzed to determine s im ila r it ie s and differences.
r e s u lt s

of

differences

the q u e s tio n n a ir e ,

DeHaan was

able

children

to

From the
e s t a b lis h

in the c h ild re n ’ s responses that were related

ages of the children.

to

the

He speculated that there may be d iffe r e n t

stages of development in c hildren’ s thinking related to leadership
development.
The results of the project supported the concepts that young
children

were

aware

of

leadership,

were

concerned

about

being
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leaders, and desired to have opportunities to practice leadership in
a v a riety o f settings.
person’ s concept
d if fe r e n t ia t io n
period

The results also supported the idea that a

of

of

le a d e r s h ip

mental

o f development.

changes

a b ilitie s
DeHaan

over

tim e

and

the

early

childhood

during

(1962)

observed

w ith

a d e c lin e

in

perceived opportunity by the students to practice leadership during
elementary school and hypothesized that the classroom experience had
a negative e ffe c t on the development of leadership.
The Beginning of Leadership
The emergence of leadership has long been a question that has
concerned researchers.
soon as children

Rigors

(1935) expressed his view th a t,

are developmentally ready for

they can and also do exercise
study,

Jones

le a d e rs h ip

(1938)

asked

emerged.

leadership.

classroom

T h e ir

As part

teachers

p e rcep tion

cooperative

when

was t h a t

as

play,

of a larger
they

th e re

thought
was

an

increasing awareness of the group in the leadership concept at about
the

age

of

8 years.

The

concept

of

this

e arly

emergence

leadership, however, was not supported by the m ajority.
held concept

in the early

1930s was that

leadership

of

The widely
in children

began in la te adolescence (S to g d ill, 1974).
In

addition

childhood,
d iffe re n t

to

examining

researchers
s ty le s

of

have

the

beginnings

hypothesized

le a d e r s h ip .

Rigors

of

th a t
(1935)

leadership
c h ild r e n

in

show

id e n tifie d
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progression of leadership styles

ranging from domination to

true

leadership in his observation of children in n a t u r a lis t ic settings.
Meister (1956) d iffe r e n tia te d between children who were leaders and
those who dominated.

He observed the existence of these two types

of leaders from observations of 33 small
4 to 12 years of age.

play groups of children

In support of the idea that children

show

d is tin c t iv e styles of leadership, Hardy (1975) attempted to modify
the leadership behaviors of established child leaders.

He concluded

that elementary-aged children possess unique leadership styles that
are dominant enough to a ffe c t the performance of the group.
Lazarus (1990) attempted to delineate c h a ra c te ris tic
of kindergarten
conditions

of

students’ planning
small-group

work.

and leadership
The

intention

t a lk
was

features
under the

to

get

the

students to take charge of t h e ir work, stay engaged, and experience
peer leadership.

Student sessions were recorded on audio tape for

comparison and evaluation.
sessions,
were

set

Lazarus concluded th a t, in a ll the group

some children assumed leadership roles.
by

the

te a c h e r,

they

were

ambiguous

in terp re ta tio n and cooperation to be completed.
structure

provided

an

experience leadership.

opportunity

fo r

Although tasks
and

re q u ire d

C learly, the group

kindergarten

children

to

Lazarus indicated that fu rth e r research is

needed to c l a r i f y the effects of tasks and structures on planning
and leadership

experience.

(1982)

in

found

development

of

studies

verbal

Perez,
done

s k ills ,

Chassin,

with

E lling ton,

preschoolers

s e n s itiv ity

to

and Smith

th a t

s tru c tu re ,

e a r ly
and
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independence appeared to

contribute

in

an

important

way to

the

determination of preschoolers’ leadership.
A number of studies and projects have examined leadership in
youths

at

the

secondary

le v e l.

The Michigan

S ta te

Board o f

Education sponsored Project Outreach during the 1984-85 school year.
Project Outreach was a program that provided high school

students

with the opportunity to p a rtic ip a te in a student leadership forum.
The

purpose

of

the

forum

was

to

opportunity to gain new insights,

provide

students

w ith

communicate with peers,

the

develop

leadership s k i l l s , and provide feedback to the educational community
r e la tiv e

to programs,

services,

considered to be p r io r it y
held

forums,

w ith

p a rtic ip a tin g .

more

and a c t iv it ie s

issues.
than

that

the

More than 72 school
17,000

According to a report

high

school

published

by the

students
d is t r ic t s
students
Michigan

Department of Education (1985-86), the forums were very successful
in developing leadership s k i l l s .
evaluation of th e ir forums.

Student participants completed an

An overwhelming 99.9% of the students

indicated the forums should be continued.
Gallagher

(1982)

developed

a leadership

curriculum

unit

at

North Carolina State University that was designed to be presented to
g ifte d

and talented

school le v e ls .

students

at

the

elementary

and ju n io r

high

The p ilo t project involved 56 students at the upper

elementary le v e l.

Gallagher attempted to evaluate the project by

designing a set of educational objectives and then determining to
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what extent they had been met.
be answered:

Did

leadership unit?
The

of

students

master

had

the

little

u n it,

d iffic u lty

although

distinguishing between "influence"
However,

basic

and types

and

leadership

ideas

understanding

there

was

to

of

leaders,

c la s s ify

s ty le .

The

to

students

in
to

describe

h is to ric a l

higher-level cognitive tasks.

some

and "power"

the majority of students were able

leadership
leader,

the

of

the

Were these ideas used beyond the research setting?

students

information

the

He id e n tifie d two basic questions to

figures

performed

the

confusion

abstract
define

ways

in

terms.

correctly

to

become a

according
equally

basic

to

well

th e ir
on

the

They showed not only the a b i l i t y to

apply correctly the concepts discussed,

but,

in several

they displayed depth of thought and insight

into

instances,

problem-solving

issues (Gallagher, 1982).
Another

leadership

program was developed

by Rund

(1973)

at

Stanford University to improve the a ttitu d e and behavior of black
elementary students in grades 4,

5,

and 6.

The intervention,

a

leadership program, was constructed in response to teacher and pupil
rep o rts

th a t

rewarding

behavioral

outcomes

were

la c k in g

fo r

educationally desired behaviors.
In Rund’ s (1973) study, eight teachers id e n tifie d 64 male and
female
negative

social
in

leaders,
attitudes

classifying
and

each

behavior.

as

usually

Although

positive

results

or

of

the

analysis of variance revealed few s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ig n ific a n t changes
in

a ttitu d e

toward

s e lf

th a t

were

c le a rly

r e la t e d

to

the
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intervention,
evident.

d e f in it e

trends

in

the

predicted

directions

S ig nifica n t gains in self-concept did not occur.

especially negative males,

increased t h e ir

internal acceptance of re s p o n s ib ility .

were

Leaders,

sense of e fficacy

and

Attitudes toward school were

not s ig n ific a n tly affected.
The

le a d e rs

who were

performance

produced

the

toward s e lf

and school.

relationship

to

most

c o n s is te n t

highest

successful

po st-self-reports

Post-self-reports

success as

and

leaders.

of

in

attitudes

demonstrated a d irect

The most

e ffe c tiv e

tended to be those highest in peer dominations of social

leaders
influence

(Rund, 1973).
The
students

results

indicated

improve t h e i r

that

a

behavior

positive self-perceptions.

leadership

and m aintain

program

can

help

or develop more

For the experience to be s ig n ific a n tly

e ffe c tiv e , the following elements appear c r i t i c a l :

(a) f u l l teacher

support of the program and concrete help with individuals performing
tasks,

(b) d a ily development of the s k ills of leadership and s e lf-

direction by the teacher and advisor, and (c) strong peer support of
the leaders (Rund, 1973).
Fertman and Long (1990) developed a program. All
Leaders,
s k ills
The

which was designed to provide high

to be leaders in school,

program

was

communications,

designed
d e c is io n

to

family,

students with

and community a c t iv it ie s .

include

making,

school

Students Are

le a d e rs h ip

stress

awareness,

management,
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assertiveness.
not

The program was designed to include students who did

occupy leadership

indicated

that

roles

students

in

school.

showed gains

program evaluation

in leadership

a ttitu d e s , based on the f i r s t posttest.
by the time of the second posttest.

The

knowledge and

The gains did not decline

Fertman and Long concluded that

fu rth e r research was needed concerning ways the

program could be

integrated into the standard school curriculum.
Annerman (1987) developed and implemented a program to develop
leadership s k ills

in high school band students.
leadership

s k ills

over

a

The program’ s aim

was to

improve

10-week

period.

The program contained three basic components:

implementation
(1) adminis

tering the Keirsey Temperament Sorter, (2) a series of seminars, and
(3) band laboratory experiments.
th a t,

Results of the program indicated

according to the teacher observation checklist,

target

group

r a tin g .

achieved

at

least

an

100% of the

80% leadership

effectiveness

One hundred percent of the target members improved t h e ir

leadership q u a litie s by at least one mean score.
Sabatini (1989) developed a program for eighth graders that was
intended to prepare them fo r the social pressures of high school by
building leadership q u a litie s .
students

to

S a b a tin i
confidence,

th in k

thought

The program was designed to teach

independently
th is

autonomy

and re so lve
would

and leadership q u a litie s .

through small-group sessions.

th e ir

enhance

c o n flic ts .

s e lf-e s te e m ,

The program was delivered

No formal evaluation of this program
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had

been

done,

but

p re te s t-p o s tte s t
H a ll
w h ic h
in

plans

were

being made to

assess

it

with

a

te c h n iq u e using a self-esteem inventory.

(1 9 87 )

described

was c r e a t e d

the

Indian

Youth

Leadership

Program,

in response to the need to develop specific s k ill s

I n d i a n youths who would assume leadership positions in the future

at t h e
w h ic h

fa m ily ,

s c h o o l , community, and national le v e ls .

was o f f e r e d

through the Indian Youth Leadership Camp, stressed

p ro c e s s in g e x p e rie n c e s ,
le a d e rs h ip
s k ill

The program,

s ty le s

service,

versus

ethics,

tra d itio n a l

examination of non-Indian

leadership,

and

leadership

development through hands-on learning.
H a ll

and K i e l s m i e r

(1985)

reported on the evaluation of the

In d ia n

Youth Camp

fo r

Esteem

Scale,

researchers obtained scores fo r subjects at the

th e

b e g i n n i n g and t h e
c o n s is te n tly
had a

u n iv e rs a lly

years,

gain

s ig n ific a n t

p o s itiv e

whereas t h e

in

two

re g a rd le s s

the sam e for a l l

Using the Janis-Field S e lf-

end o f the camp periods.

showed

p a rtic ip a tin g ,

1982 and 1983.

The data for both years

outcomes.

F irs t,

the program

e ffe c t on the self-esteem of a ll
o f race or e th n ic ity .

Second,

groups
in

both

mean precamp score of Cherokee Nation youths was

groups a t the National Leadership Conference, t h e ir

the mean

score

at

the end exceeded that

for

a ll

groups

combi n e d .
A
s k ills
Twale
annual

number o f

programs

have been designed to

teach

leadership

a t the h i g h e r education level (Muntz, 1990; Rockingham, 1990;
&

Fogle,

workshops

1 9 8 6 ).
th a t

The University of Pittsburgh offers
help

semi

students develop leadership s k i l l s .
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s i m i l a r program a t Southern I l l i n o i s

U n iv e rs ity ,

Rockingham,

fo r

focuses

on

le a d e rs h ip

undergraduate and graduate le v e ls .
indicated that
valuable

it

growth

those

at

both

the

An assessment of that program

had been successful
experiences.

described by

The

in

providing

results

also

students with
indicated

that

fu rth e r assessment was necessary.
In a thesis concerning leadership-development approaches, Muntz
(1990)

compiled ideas

throughout

the

United

f o r le a d e rs h ip development
States.

The

ideas

were

fo r c o lle g e s

based on d ire c t

conversations with u n iversity personnel.
Lockett

(1982)

instructional

materials

grade students.
whether

developed

there

a

curriculu m

and

for teaching leadership s k ill s

The purposes of her study were to
was

a

need

leadership awareness,

the

for

instructional

r e la t e d

to

second-

(a) determine

m aterials

to

teach

(b) determine how teachers and experts would

use instructional m aterials, and (c) survey the opinions of teachers
about

the

appropriateness

curriculum developed

and

potential

in her study.

use

The materials

L . I . V . E . , were evaluated as an instructional
used to

(a)

develop

in

students

of

the
in

leadership
the

study,

method that could be

an awareness

of

the

concept

of

leadership, (b) develop in students a proficiency in s k ills d ir e c tly
r e la t e d

to becoming capable

m otivate

students

to

use

leaders

these

and/or

s k ills

in

th in k e rs ,
th e ir

and

d a ily

(c)
life

situations.
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Lockett

(1982)

selected seven second-grade teachers and four

experts in the f i e l d o f early childhood education fo r her sample.
Materials were used by the teachers and students in the classroom
learning

a c t iv it ie s

during the 1982-83

questionnaire was used to

select

from the two sample groups.

school

year.

feedback and/or

An opinion

recommendations

The major conclusions from th is study

were as follows:
1.

There is a need for instructional

m aterials in leadership

awareness for use in the elementary grades.
2.

Teachers and experts judged the L .I.V .E .

of high educational

value,

(b)

series to be (a)

free of negative

stereotypes,

(c)

appropriate fo r second-grade students, (d) unique in format compared
to other m aterials, and (e) usable without inservice tra in in g .
3.

Teachers and experts agreed that second-grade children can

successfully grasp the concept of leadership.
The present
Lockett’ s (1982)

research
study

in

was based on a recommendation
that

her

research was

lim ited

from

to

the

development and assessment of materials for leadership tra in in g with
second graders.
leadership

She did not

s k ill s

as

attempt

a re su lt

of

to te s t

using

the acquisition

those

m aterials.

of

That

question was researched in the present study.
Summary
Leadership
developing

is

children.

an

im portant

As* children

psychological
begin

to

dimension

recognize

t h e ir

of
own
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a b i l i t i e s to assume the roles of leadership, the teacher can help
them by understanding the dynamics of leadership development. , As
P iaget

(1 9 5 3 /1 9 7 3 )

and

his

c o lla b o r a to r s

and

d i s c i p le s

have

demonstrated, the c h ild , by constantly adapting to new experiences
and reaching
reasoning.
learning.

out

for

more,

These impel

develops

in te llig e n c e ,

the child to more play,

language,

and

exploration,

and

These developments help move children from the status of

passive followers to that of potential leaders.
If

educational

in s titu tio n s

want

to

view

leadership

as

an

interaction between group members to improve t h e ir problem-solving
a b ilitie s

or t h e ir

a b ilitie s

to set

and a tta in

goals,

they must

learn to apply the studies of leadership done in other segments of
society,

while at the same time beginning to do research

in

the

educational area.
This study was an attempt to explore an environment that has
been largely unexplored in leadership research--that is ,
in young elementary school
curriculum

plays

in

the

children--and
development

of

what
this

p art,

if

leadership
any,

leadership.

the
The

research was designed to provide data from which a curriculum model
fo r teaching leadership might be suggested.
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CHAPTER I I I
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of th is research was to determine the effectiveness
o f a le a d e rs h ip c u rric u lu m ,
(L .I.V .E .)

(Lockett,

th is chapter,

1982),

the design

described.

The

remainder

s e c tio n s :

Subjects

and

Leadership
used with

Is

V ita l

to

Education

second-grade students.

In

of the study and research procedures are
of

the

chapter

Sampling

Plan,

is

divided

Research

into

fiv e

Design

and

Procedures, Hypotheses, Analysis of Data, and Instrumentation.
Subjects and Sampling Plan
The sampling technique used was cluster sampling, as described
by Borg and Gall

(1983).

drawn from a census l i s t

A random sample of eight classrooms was
of 26 second-grade classesobtained from

the Director of School Administration of the Midland Public Schools,
Midland, Michigan.
Eight classrooms from th is l i s t were randomly selected for the
study, using a table of random numbers.
ranged from 19 to

24 students.

The sizes of the classes

The plan

in ta c t groups; the classes were treated

involved the study of

as a unit

rather than as

29
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individuals.

Eight classrooms were then randomly assigned to the

control and experimental groups, with four classrooms in each group.
The second-grade

classrooms

selected

fo r

the

study

met

the

following c r i t e r i a :
1.

The classrooms were self-contained.

Team-taught classrooms

introduced a p o te n tia lly confounding facto r o f two or more adults;
hence they

were

not

used.

In

addition,

s p lit

classrooms

with

multiple grades were eliminated.
2.

The classrooms were not c la s s ifie d as g ifte d and talented

classrooms.

A classroom c la s s ifie d

as

one

fo r

g ifte d

children

might have violated the assumption of heterogeneous grouping.
The classrooms were selected from an urban school d i s t r i c t with
a community population of approximately 50,000 people.
d is tric t

from which

the

(Michigan) Public Schools.
the

home of

States.

the

largest

The following

classes

taken

was

th e

Midland

Midland is a w h ite -c o lla r community and
single

chemical

complex

in

the

information about the demographics

community has been published
(1988).

were

The school

by the

Midland

Chamber o f

United
of

the

Commerce

The median per-household income in Midland was $31,485, as

compared to $23,420 for other c it ie s

in the United S ta te s.

More

than 37,000 people liv e in the c it y , with a median age of 2 9 .3 .
Midland has a to ta l

of 14 industries

employing nearly

17,000

residents, 28 schools with more than 9,000 students, and more than
350 service clubs and groups.

For the past 15 years, the two high

schools have ranked in the top 10 schools

in the annual

Michigan
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Mathematics Competition,

as well

Chemistry Placement Exams.

as

in the

top

Approximately 65% of

graduating class goes on to higher education

10% on the

U.S.

each high school

(Midland Chamber of

Commerce, 1988).
Students

in

the

Midland

Public

Schools

t r a d it io n a lly

have

scored well above s ta te and national norms on assessment b a tte rie s ,
as well as on college aptitude te s ts .
students who received

passing scores

The percentages of elementary
on the

Reading

and Science

sections on the Michigan Educational Assessment Program were 83.9%
and 84.9%, respectively,

as compared to the state average of 66.1%

and 67.3% fo r the same sections (Midland Board of Education, 199091).

The most recent Scholastic Aptitude Test scores show Midland

students exceeding the national average Verbal score by 16% and the
national
Education,

average

Mathematics

1990-91).

score

by

18.5%

(Midland

On the 1990 American College Test,

students exceeded national

scores

sections,

students’ composite

and the Midland

in

the English

Board

of

Midland

and Mathematics

score exceeded the

national composite score by 11.7% (Midland Board of Education, 199091).
Research Design and Procedures
The research design
control-group design.

fo r

th is

study was the pretest/posttest

As previously discussed,

randomly assigned using c lu s te r techniques.

the subjects were

The control group and
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experim ental
administered
in co rp o rate d

group,

c o n s is tin g

a pretest.

o f fo u r classrooms

The L .I.V .E .

leadership

each,

were

curriculum was

in to the experim ental group’ s reading and social

studies lessons fo r

a 16-week period,

whereas

the

control

group

received d a ily instruction in these areas without the components of
the leadership curriculum.

The posttest was then administered to

both groups 1 week a f t e r the treatment had been stopped.
The

dependent

v a r i a b le

in

the

study

was

the

s tu d e n ts ’

acquisition and demonstration of the use of the following leadership
s k ills ,

as defined in Chapter I:

written and oral

communication,

group leadership techniques, decision making, and problem solving.
1.

Written

communication:

s k ills

that

assist

children

in

turning thoughts into words, sentences, paragraphs, and so on, that
say what they r e a lly mean, accurately and honestly.
2.

Oral communication:

ing to say what they r e a lly
3.

Group leadership:

s k ills that assist children in learn
mean.
s k ills that assist children in learning

how to chair a group and lead i t in the accomplishment of an agreedupon goal, as well as in learning how to be good followers.
4.

Decision making:

s k ill s that assist children in assessing

the pros and cons of decisions, making a choice, and being able to
li v e with the choice.
5.

Problem solving:

s k i l l s that assist children in accurately

id en tify in g the problem, li s t i n g a lte rn a tiv e solutions,

and f i n a l l y

evaluating the choice made.
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L . I.V . E . is a curriculum with related materials designed to (a)
develop in students an awareness of the concept of leadership,
develop in

students a proficiency

in

s k ill s

d ir e c t ly

(b)

related

to

becoming capable creative leaders and/or thinkers, and (c) motivate
students

to

use

these

s k ills

in

t h e ir

d a ily

life

situations.

The instructional materials in the L .I.V .E . curriculum included (a)
discussion

and

materials,

(c)

(d)

problem-solving
c reative-thin king

information

sheets

cards,

teaching

on leadership

strategies

to

self-concept-building

and sequential-thought m aterials,
s k ills ,

designed to increase lis te n in g s k i l l s .
with

(b)

meet

and

(e)

a c t iv it ie s

These materials were paired

the

leadership

s k ill s

defined

above.
The researcher contacted the teachers personally,

to describe

the study in an attempt to gain t h e ir support and cooperation in the
completion of the project.
permission was obtained,
posttesting.
experimental
session

Those

a schedule was set up fo r pretesting and

teachers

group were

and were

A fter the classrooms were selected and

working

involved

provided

with

in

with
an

the

the

students

individualized

curric u lu m

in

the

inservice

m a te r ia ls

and

guidelines.
Hypotheses
This
leadership

study

was

curriculum,

designed

to

L .I.V .E .,

investigate
on

the

second-grade

effects

of

students.

a
The

purpose was to determine whether leadership s k ill s can be taught to
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second-grade

students.

Two hypotheses were

addressed.

It

was

hypothesized that the to ta l posttest scores of the treatment group
receiving

instruction

in

the

L .I.V .E .

curriculum

would

not

be

s ig n ific a n tly d iffe r e n t from the scores of students in the control
group.

It

was furthe r hypothesized that the posttest

scores of

students receiving instruction in the L .I.V .E . curriculum would not
be

s ig n ific a n tly

d iffe r e n t

in

group

the

areas

w ritten

communication,

s k ills ,

and decision making from the

of

leadership

oral

communication,

s k ills ,

scores

of

problem-solving
students

in

the

analysis

of

control group.
Analysis of Data
To

te s t

the

hypotheses

stated

in

the

study,

covariance was used, where the posttest means were compared using
the pretest scores as a covariate.
help ensure that the results
lim its

of

e rro r

to

the

This technique was selected to

obtained could be attributed

treatment

variable

and

not

to

within
another

uncontrolled variable.
The descriptive scores of the students for both the pretest and
the posttest were reported by classroom.
v a ria b ility

of

the

scores,

through

The average score and the
the

measure

of

standard

deviation, were examined.
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Instrumentation
Four separate subscales of the Scales for Rating the Behavioral
Characteristics

of

Superior

Students

(SRBCSS)

(R en zu lli,

Smith,

White, Callahan, & Hartman, 1976) were used (see Appendix A).
review of the l i t e r a t u r e ,

A

including the Mental Measurement Yearbook

(Buros, 1971), revealed very l i t t l e

in terms of instruments designed

to

children.

measure

leadership

s k ill s

in

Experts

on

g ifte d

education who had done work in the area of leadership with children
were consulted.
F. Karnes (personal

communication, September 1988), A. O liver

(personal communication, September 1988), L. Roets (personal commu
nication,

September 1988),

September 1988),

a ll

and W. Rhodes

noted authorities

tra in in g fo r g ifte d students,

(personal

communication,

in the area of

leadership

indicated that i t would be necessary

to adapt an instrument currently designed to measure leadership in
g ifte d

children.

R e n zu lli’ s et
project.

a l.

All

four

(1976)

SRBCSS would

that
be

certain

subtests

appropriate

for

of
the

Four of the 12 separate subscales were used to measure the

components of the treatment.
pretest and the posttest.
te ris tic s ,

believed

Communication

All

four subscales were used fo r the

These subscales were Leadership Charac
Characteristics--Precision,

Communication

Characteristics-'Expressiveness, and Planning Characteristics.

The

four subscales were selected because they were related to the items
of the curriculum that was to be taught.

The content of each of the
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subtests

concerns

the

portion

of

the

curriculum

from which

the

conclusions of the study could be drawn.
S k ills in oral communication, such as learning to say the righ t
th in g

at

the

rig h t

tim e ,

were

measured

Communication C h a ra c teristics--P recision .

by

Subscale

V III,

Examples of items used to

measure oral-communication s k ill s are Item 6 {Expresses thoughts and
needs c l e a r l y and co nc is e ly ) and Item I {Speaks and w r i t e s d i r e c t l y
and to the p o i n t ) .
S k ills in w ritten communication, such as turning thoughts into
meaningful

words, were measured by Subscale

Characteristics--Expressiveness.

IX ,

Communication

An example of an item from th is

subscale is Item 4 {Uses c o l o r f u l and imaginative f i g u r e s o f speech
such as puns and an al o g ie s ).
S k ills

in group

le a d e r s h ip

and d e c is io n

making,

such

as

assisting peers in assessing the positive and negative consequences
of a specific decision,
Characteristics.

were measured by Subscale

IV,

Leadership

An example of an item from th is subscale is Item 1

{Carries r e s p o n s i b i l i t y w e l l ;

can be counted on to do what he has

promised and u s u a l l y does i t w e l l ) .
S k ills
solutions

in

and

problem
evaluating

Planning C haracteristics.

s o lv in g ,

such

as

lis tin g

choices,

were

measured

by

a lte rn a tiv e
Subscale

X,

An example is Item 11 { I s good at break

ing down an a c t i v i t y i n t o step by step p r oc edu re s) .
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Leadership Characteristics Subscale
The

Leadership

Renzulli et a l.
information

Characteristics

was

constructed

by

(1976), who conducted a series of studies to obtain

about the v a lid it y

The s t a b i l i t y

subscale

of

the

and r e l i a b i l i t y

instrument

and

of th is

interjudge

subscale.

re lia b ility

were

established by having two sets of teachers rate the same population
of elementary students a f te r an interval

of 3 months had elapsed.

Rating over time for leadership characteristics was stable, with the
s t a b i l i t y r e l i a b i l i t y and the interjudge r e l i a b i l i t y correlations at
.77 and .67,

respectively.

These scores were both s ig n ific a n t at

the .01 le v e l.
The Leadership Characteristics subscale was validated by com
paring teachers’ ratings on the subscale with peer ratings obtained
through sociometric techniques.

A high correlation

(.8 3 )

indicated

the teachers’ estimates of leadership a b i l i t y , based on the Leader
ship

C h a r a c t e r i s t ic s

subscale,

were

in

close

agreement

w ith

students’ perceptions of leadership characteristics of t h e ir class
mates.
Renzulli

et

a l.

(1975)

Leadership Characteristics
with to ta l

further

evaluated

subscale by comparing

leadership ratings.

each

item of

individual

the
items

The correlations fo r the 10 items

indicated a high relationship between the individual

items and the

to ta l leadership scale fo r grades 4, 5, and 6.
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Whereas only four subscales of the SRBCSS were used in this
study,

it

was

important

to

determine whether

using part

subscales would diminish the usefulness of the subscales.
et a l.

of the
Renzulli

(1976) stated that the subscales represent d iffe r e n t sets of

behavioral characteristics and can be analyzed separately from the
other dimensions.
The 10-item Leadership Characteristics subscale was scored as a
4-point scale, as were the three other subscales, as established by
the authors of the instrument.

The scores fo r each child could have

ranged

high

from

10

to

40,

with

scores

indicating

leadership

behaviors.
Communication C haracteristics--Precision .
Communication C h a ra c te ris tic s-Exoressiveness, and Planning
C haracteristics Subscales
The i n i t i a l

input for these subscales was a systematic review

of empirical lit e r a t u r e and available instruments fo r the assessment
of each special a b i l i t y .
a n a l y t i c s tu d ie s ,

The bibliography contains a l i s t of major

secondary sources, and instruments reviewed.

Items were then selected from these sources, resulting in a to ta l of
43 (20 fo r the communication section and 23 for planning).
To obtain evidence of content v a lid it y , items from both a b i l i t y
areas

were

expert
a b ility ,

randomly mixed together

judges.

Items

were

planning a b i l i t y ,

and submitted

selected

according

and unclassified items.

to

to

a group of

communication
Each was then
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rated low to high,

indicating how well

into which i t was placed.

i t represented the category

Items with strong agreement (87%) and a

mean strength of 2.57 were retained.
Construct

v a lid it y

analytic procedures.
in te rc o rre la tio n

was examined through

the

use

of

fa c to r-

Response data were examined by generating an

c o e ffic ie n t

and

employing

a

principal-component

analysis in an attempt to discover meaningful factors underlying the
scales.

Only items with loadings of .55 or higher were retained.

According to Renzulli et a l.

(1976), only those subscales that

are relevant to program objectives should be selected fo r a given
program.

The subscales can be used most e f fe c t iv e ly by analyzing

students’

scores on each of the respective

subscales

separately.

The 10 dimensions of the instrument represent r e la t iv e ly d iffe r e n t
sets of behavioral c h a rac te ris tic s .
the

instrument,

by design,

According to the test authors,

emphasizes the relationship

between a

student’ s subscore and the types of c u rric u la r experiences that w ill
be offered in a special program.
Summary
An overview of the methodology was included
The s u b je c ts ,

sampling

p lan ,

research design

in this

chapter.

and procedures,

hypotheses, d a t a - a n a ly s is procedures, and in s tru m e n ta tio n were
presented.
Chapter

The findings of the study are reported in Chapter IV.

V concludes

the

study;

the

findings

are

discussed,

implications for future research are set forth .
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Introduction
This study was designed to determine whether leadership s k ill s
can be taught to second-grade students.

In addition, the researcher

sought to determine the effectiveness of L .I.V .E .

(Lockett, 1982), a

leadership curriculum designed for use with second-grade students.
This

chapter

research.

provides

the

basis

fo r

an

in te rp re ta tio n

of

this

The results of the data analysis are presented in th is

chapter.
Review of the Design and Methodology
Eight second-grade classrooms were randomly selected
study

and then

experimental

randomly

group.

It

assigned
was not

to

e ith e r

possible

to

for

a c o n tro l
randomly

or

the
an

assign

in d iv id u a l second-grade students to the experim ental trea tm e nt
(leadership curriculum) and to the control
regular academic curriculum).

treatment

(the school’ s

Rather, a ll students in a p a rtic u la r

class had to receive one treatment or the other.
The

students

assigned

instruction in the L .I.V .E .
related

m aterials,

was

to

the

trea tm e nt

curriculum.

designed

to

(a)

group

The curriculum,
develop

in

rece iv e d
with

students

40
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awareness of the concept of leadership,

(b) develop in students a

proficiency in s k i l l s d ir e c t ly related to becoming creative leaders
and thinkers, and (c) motivate students to use these s k ill s in th e ir
d a ily l i f e situations.
curriculum included

The instructional materials in the L .I.V .E .

(a)

s e lf - c o n c e p t - b u i ld i n g

discussion and problem-solving cards,

(b)

m a t e r ia ls ,

and

sequential-thought m aterials,
s k ills ,

and (e)

a c t iv it ie s

(d)

(c )

c re a tiv e -th in k in g

information sheets on leadership

designed to increase lis te n in g

s k ills .

The control group used the established curriculum.
The
design.
The

research

design

was

the

p re test/posttest

control-group

All measures were administered by the classroom teachers.

pretest

was

administered

to

both

groups

in

October.

treatment to the experimental group followed the pretest,

The

and the

posttest was given to both groups again a week a f t e r the 16-week
treatment.
Four separate subscales and the to ta l for the four subscales of
R e n z u lli’ s et

a l.

posttest measures.
tic s ,

(1976)

SRBCSS were

used

as

the

pretest

and

The subscales used were Leadership Characteris

Communication C h a ra c te ri s t i e s - - P r e c i si on,

Communication

C h a r a c t e r is t ie s - -E x p r e s s iv e n e s s , and Planning C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .
According to the authors, the instrument, by design, emphasizes the
relationship

between a student’ s subscale scores and the type of

curriculum experiences that w ill

be offered in a special

program.
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Hypotheses
The

study was designed

to

leadership curriculum, L . I . V . E . ,

in v e s t ig a t e

the

e ffe c ts

on second-grade students.

of

a

I t was

hypothesized that the to ta l posttest scores of the treatment group
receiving

instruction

in

the

L .I.V .E .

curriculum

would

not

be

s ig n ific a n tly d iffe r e n t from the scores of students in the control
group.

It

was

also

hypothesized

that

the

posttest

scores

for

students receiving instruction in the L .I.V .E . curriculum would not
be s ig n ific a n tly

d iffe r e n t

in

w ritten

communication,

group

s k ills ,

and decision making

the

areas

of

leadership
from the

oral

s k ills ,

scores

of

communication,
problem-solving
students

in

the

control group.
In terpre ta tion of the Findings
The
scores.

p retest/posttest

control-group

These mean scores for the to ta l

curriculum study are shown in Table 1.
posttest

design

means are

associated with

yields

four

mean

score for the leadership
Two pretest means and two

the

experimental

and control

groups’ ratings fo r behavioral characteristics of superior students.
The results
discrepancy

shown in

between

the

Table

1 indicate

experimental

and

that

control

there

was some

groups

on

the

pretest, even though a random assignment procedure was used.
To ensure i n i t i a l

equivalence between groups, the s t a tis t ic a l

method of analysis of covariance was used,

in which the posttest
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means were compared, with the pretest serving as the covariate.

The

adjusted posttest scores in Table 1 provide an estimate of what the
posttest means would have been i f the two groups were equal on the
pre-experiment covariate.
Table 1
Pretest and Posttest S ta tis tic s for the Total Test Score
of the SRBCSS
Pretest

Posttest

SD

Mean

SD

Adjusted
Posttest
Mean

Group
Mean
Experimental (n = 84)

85.82

27.20

109.90

25.43

112.66

Control (n = 80)

93.50

33.96

99.62

37.88

96.72

The descriptive s t a tis t ic s for each of the four subscales for
each group are shown in Table 2.

Analysis of covariance was used

again in analyzing the data from the four subtests.

The adjusted

posttest scores provide an estimate of what the posttest means would
have

been

if

the

two

groups

were

equal

on

the

pre-experiment

covariate.
The

treatment

group’ s

scores

were

adjusted

subscales except Communication--Expressiveness.
control

group were

adjusted

upward

only

on

upward

on

a ll

The scores fo r the
the

Communication--

Expressiveness subscale.
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Treatment Group

8
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Control Group

Measure

(O '

3"

Adjusted
Post-Mean

Adjusted
Post-Mean

n

Mean

SD

Communication--Expressiveness

84

10.41

2.84

80

8.73

3.67

Leadership Characteristics

84

23.89

7.80

80

25.57

8.22

Communication--Precisi on

84

23.78

8.71

80

24.03

10.24

Planning Characteristics

84

28.72

10.53

80

35.15

14.68

Communication--Expressiveness

84

11.40

2.68

10.78

80

9.66

4.47

10.30

Leadership Characteristics

84

30.38

5.60

30.85

80

28.08

7.94

27.59

Communication--Precisi on

84

29.08

8.91

29.17

80

24.87

11.78

24.77

Planning Characteristics

84

39.03

10.97

39.15

80

37.00

16.30

36.87

n

Mean

SD
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CD
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To te s t
between the

the
groups

hypothesis
on

that

the

there

dependent

would

be

variables,

an

the

analysis

fa c to r

of

of

variance was computed.

The main e ffe c t

groups’ pretest scores.

The dependent variable was the students’

posttest scores on the SRBCSS.

was

no difference

the

The analysis o f covariance summary

by measure is shown in Table 3.

With the pretest scores as the

covariate, analysis of covariance was applied to each measure.
Table 3
Summary of F-Values by Measure:
df

Adjusted Means

Treatment

Control

F

Communication-Expressiveness

2/161

10.79

10.30

1.23

Leadership
Characteristics

2/161

30.85

27.59

16.48*

Communication-Precision

2/161

29.17

24.77

14.47*

Planning
Characteristics

2/161

39.15

36.87

2.13

Total of Measures
1 through 4

2/161

112.96

96.72

28.76*

*Ê < .025 (.05 tw o -tailed t e s t ) .

The analysis of covariance revealed a s ig n ific a n t F-value for
the treatment e ffe c t for the to ta l scores as well as the Leadership
Characteristics and Communication--Precision subscales at & < .05 of
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a tw o -ta ile d te s t,

.025 in the upper-right t a i l .

The null hypothe

sis was rejected.

On the Communication--Expressiveness and Planning

Characteristics, with F-values of 1.23 and 2.13,

respectively,

no

s ig n ific a n t differences were found between the adjusted mean scores
of the two groups.

The F-values for the Leadership Characteristics

and Communication--Precision

subscales and the to ta l

of the

subtests indicated that the posttest means of the experimental
control groups were s ig n ific a n tly d iffe r e n t
taking

into

account

preexisting

differences

four
and

from each other a fte r
on the

pretest

mean

scores.
The

p o s tte s t

means

Communication--Expressiveness

on

a ll

measures

except

subscale revealed

that

the

fo r

the

posttest

means fo r the experimental group had been adjusted upward, whereas
the posttest mean for the control group had been adjusted downward.
In th is way, the pretest inequity between groups was compensated.
The s ig n ific a n t F-values (Leadership Characteristics:
< .025; Communication-'Precision:

F = 16.48, g

F = 14.47, g < .025; Total:

F =

28.76, Ë < .025) indicate that the null hypothesis of no difference
between the posttest means could be rejected.

However, the data fo r

the Planning C h a r a c t e r is t ic s and Communi c a t i o n - -E xprèssi veness
subscales supported the hypothesis because ë > .025.
The results appear to indicate that the leadership curriculum
may be a variable responsible for the difference between the control
and experimental groups in the areas of Leadership C haracteristics,
Communication-'Precision, and the to ta l score.

The areas where the
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dependent variable did not appear to be affected by the treatment
were Communication--Expressiveness and Planning Characteristics.
In an attempt to determine whether there was a difference in
the posttest mean scores

as they related

to

gender fo r

possible

future study, the data were analyzed in terms o f the performance of
the male and the female students.
s t a tis t ic s

Table 4 contains the descriptive

for the males who participated

in both the control

and

the experimental groups.
Table 4
Pretest and Posttest S ta tis tic s for Total Test Score
on the SRBCSS: Males Only
Pretest

Posttest

Group
Mean

Mean

^

^

Adjusted
Posttest
Mean

Experimental (n = 50)

84.76

27.00

108.08

25.43

110.61

Control (n = 35)

92.02

35.60

95.94

37.95

92.32

As with the scores fo r both males and females, the results from
Table 4 indicate a discrepancy between the experimental and control
groups on the pretest mean.

Analysis of covariance resulted in the

posttest mean for the experimental group being adjusted upward and
the control group mean being adjusted downward.
The descriptive s ta tis tic s for each of the four subscales for
the boys by group appear in Table 5.

The scores of the boys in the
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Descriptive S ta tis tic s for Maies by Group With Adjusted Mean Scores

CD

Treatment Group

8

■D
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Control Group

Measure

(O '

3"

n

Adjusted
Post-Mean

Mean

n

Mean

SD

Adjusted
Post-Mean

1
3
CD

Pretest
3.
3

Communication--Expressiveness

50

10.10

2.53

35

9.11

3.91

CD

Leadership Characteristics

50

23.58

8.26

35

25.31

8.20

Q.
C

Communic a tion--Precisi on

50

22.74

8.23

35

23.57

11.09

a
O
3
■D
O

Planning Characteristics

50

28.34

10.28

35

34.02

14.92

Communication--Expressiveness

50

11.02

2.68

10.74

35

9.45

4.77

9.85

Leadership Characteristics

50

29.94

6.08

30.33

35

27.82

7.99

27.25

Communication-'Precision

50

28.60

8.70

28.87

35

24.08

11.90

23.69

Planning Characteristics

50

38.52

10.79

40.63

35

34.57

16.54

31.55

"

CD
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CD
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Q.

■D
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treatment group were adjusted upward on three of the four subscales,
and, s im ilar to the to ta l group, the scores of boys in the control
group were adjusted upward only on the Communication--Expressiveness
subscale.
The

o r ig i n a l

hypothesis

s tated

th a t

th e r e

would

be

no

s ig n ific a n t difference in the posttest scores o f the treatment and
control

groups.

An analysis

of

covariance

was

computed.

The

summary of the results of th is analysis for the male students only
is shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Summary of F-Values by Measure for Males in the
Treatment and Control Groups: Adjusted Means
df

Treatment

Control

F

Communication-Expressiveness

2/82

10.74

9.85

1.76

Leadership
Characteristics

2/82

30.33

27.25

7.08*

Communication-Precision

2/82

28.87

23.69

12.01*

Planning
Characteristics

2/82

40.63

31.55

28.39*

Total of Measures
1 through 4

2/82

110.61

92.32

23.24*

< .05.
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The analysis of covariance revealed a s ig n ific a n t F-value for
the treatment

e ffe c t

fo r

a ll

subtests except

fo r Communication--

Expressiveness, as well as fo r the to ta l te s t score, at g < .05 of a
tw o -tailed te s t with the c r i t i c a l value being 3.86.
could

be

r e je c te d

fo r

a ll

measures

except

The hypothesis
Communication--

Expressiveness when comparing males only.
Tables 7 and 8 show the same s t a tis t ic s fo r the females as were
presented

fo r

the males.

The

same s t a t i s t ic a l

procedures

were

applied in analyzing these data.
Analysis of covariance revealed a s ig n ific a n t F-value fo r the
trea tm e nt

e ffe c t

fo r

the

to ta l

score

and

fo r

the

Leadership

Characteristics and Planning Characteristics subscales at & < .05 of
a tw o-tailed test with the c r i t i c a l

value being set at 3.86.

The

hypothesis could be rejected for each of those measures.
The Communication--Expressiveness subscale, with an F-value of
.01, and the Communication--Precision subscale, with an F-value of
3.79, were not s ig n ific a n t.

Consequently, the null

hypothesis was

not rejected for those measures.
In comparing the treatment and control groups by gender from
the descriptive s ta tis t ic s ,

the females had higher mean scores on

both the pretest and the posttest on a ll
p re te st

con tro l

group

fo r

the

measures except for the

Communication--Expressiveness

subscale.
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Pretest
Communication--Expressiveness

34

10.88

3.23

45

8.44

3.48

Leadership Characteristics

34

24.35

7.17

45

25.77

8.31

Communication-'Precision

34

25.32

9.28

45

24.40

9.63

Planning Characteristics

34

29.29

11.02

45

36.02

14.60

Communi cati on-- Expressiveness

34

11.97

2.53

10.85

45

9.82

2.46

10.66

Leadership Characteristics

34

31.02

4.82

31.50

45

28.28

8.00

27.92

Communication-'Precision

34

29.79

9.29

29.39

45

25.48

11.79

25.78

Planning Characteristics

34

39.79

11.34

42.90

45

38.88

16.03

36.53
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T a b le 8
Summary o f F-Values by Measure fo r Females in the
Treatment and Control Groups: Adjusted Means
df

Treatment

Control

£

Communic a t io n - Expressiveness

2/76

10.85

10.66

0.10

Leadership
Characteristics

2/76

31.50

27.42

5.67*

Communication-Precision

2/76

29.39

25.78

3.79

Planning
Characteristics

2/76

42.90

36.53

8.33*

Total of Measures
1 through 4

2/76

114.89

100.74

8.81*

*Ë < .05.

In comparing changes

in the

treatment

group

by gender,

the

females showed the greatest difference on the Planning Characteris
tic s subscale, where the mean increased from 29.29 to 39.79.

The

males showed the greatest difference on that subscale also, with the
pretest mean increasing from 28.34 to 38.52.
Using

the

adjusted

posttest

mean

scores

for

the

treatment

groups, the males showed the greater difference between the adjusted
p o s t te s t

score

and

the

p re te s t

mean

on

the

Communication--

Expressiveness and Communication--Precision subscales,
to ta l

of the four subtests.

and on the

Females showed the greater difference
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in scores on the Leadership Characteristics and Planning Character
is tic s subscales.
Major assumptions regarding the use of analysis of covariance
had to be checked.

According to Borg and Gall

of

homogeneity

regression

concern.

and

of

variance

(1983), homogeneity

are

of

the

greatest

Using a computer program, a conventional te s t was applied

to the dependent variable scores conditional on the covariate.

All

variances were homogeneous except the

scores

the

Communication--Expressiveness

subscale

of

being adjusted fo r the slope.

As the assumption does not allow for

th is

adjustm ent,

the

r e s u lt s

in d ic a t e

heterogeneous for the to ta l group.
suggested that the v io la tio n
error

variances

between actual

is

not

th a t

to ta l

the

group

a fte r

varian ces

are

Kocher (1974) and Shields (1978)

of the assumption of homogeneity of

lik e ly

and nominal

the

associated with

to

lead

to

serious

discrepancies

Type I error rates unless sample sizes

are unequal.
The other assumption fo r covariance is homogeneity of withingroup regression slopes.

According to Huitema (1980), i t is assumed

that the regression slopes associated with various treatment groups
are the same.
d iffe re n t

I f d if fe r e n t population slopes are associated with

tre a tm e n ts ,

the

pooled

e stim ate

would

not

be

an

appropriate estimate of the d if fe r e n t population values.
The two consequences of v io la tin g the assumption o f homogeneity
of

regression

are

d iffic u lty

in

interpreting

the

meaning

of

a

retained null hypothesis and biased F-test results (Huitema, 1980).
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Again using a computer program, homogeneity of regression slopes was
tested fo r the control and treatment groups, both males and females.
The homogeneity of regression F-test was used to answer the question
o f the equality of the population slopes.
sample values were equal

The hypothesis that the

was rejected.

There was a s ig n ific a n t

d i f f e r e n c e on the Communi cat io n --E x p r è s si veness and Leadership
Characteristics
to ta l

group.

subscales

and the

to ta l

te s t

When the hypothesis was applied

when comparing
to

gender

it

retained as there was no difference on any of the subtests.

the
was
The

assumption of homogeneity o f regression slopes fo r gender was met.
However, the overall conclusion was that the population slopes
associated with the various treatments were not the same and that
another model had to be used.
regression was used.

Analysis of covariance through lin e a r

A two-by-two fa c to ria l design with a covariate

was employed, with Xj as male and %2 as female, Yj as control and Yg
as treatment,

and Z as the covariate.

The lin e a r regression was

done for the to ta l group only because the te s t

for homogeneity of

regression by gender indicated the assumption was not v iolated .
The results

in Table 9 show l i t t l e

difference

from those in

Table 1, where analysis of covariance was used to adjust posttest
mean scores

(experimental-group scores

from 112.66

control-group scores from 96.72 to 95.08).

to

112.24

and

As with Table 1,

the

adjusted posttest scores in Table 9 provide an estimate of what the
posttest means would have been i f the two groups were equal on the
pre-experiment covariate.
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T a b le 9
Pretest and Posttest S ta tis tic s fo r Total Test
Scores on the SRBCSS With Adjusted Means From
the Regression Approach to Nonparallel
Covariate Slopes
Pretest

Posttest
Mean

SD

Adjusted
Posttest
Mean

Group
Mean

^

Experimental (n = 84)

86.82

27.20

109.90

25.34

112.24

Control (n = 80)

93.50

33.96

99.62

37.88

96.08

The descriptive s t a tis t ic s fo r each of the four subscales for
each group
lin e a r

appear

in

Table

10.

regression was used in

subscales.

The treatment

Analysis
analyzing

group’ s

of

covariance

the data

posttest

means

through

from the
were

four

adjusted

upward on the Leadership Characteristics, Communication--Precision,
and Planning Characteristics subscales and on the to ta l score, which
was identical

to the data provided in Table 2,

where analysis of

covariance was applied.
To te s t the hypothesis that there would be no difference in the
dependent variab le, analysis of covariance through lin e a r regression
was computed as an a lte rn a tiv e design.

Table 11 is a summary of the

F-values by measure.
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CD

Treatment Group

8

■D

Control Group

Measure

3.

CÛ
3
1
3

Adjusted
Post-Mean

Adjusted
Post-Mean

n

Mean

SD

Communication--Expressiveness

84

10.41

2.84

80

8.73

3.67

CD

Leadership Characteristics

84

23.89

7.80

80

25.57

8.22

Q.
C

Communication--PreciSion

84

23.78

8.71

80

24.03

10.24

a
O
3
-O
O

Planning Characteristics

84

28.72

10.53

80

35.15

14.68

Communication--Expressiveness

84

11.40

2.68

10.98

80

9.66

4.47

10.37

Leadership Characteristics

84

30.38

5.60

30.80

80

28.08

7.94

27.46

Communication--Precisi on

84

29.08

8.91

29.17

80

24.87

11.78

24.72

Planning Characteristics

84

39.03

10.97

41.34

80

37.00

16.30

33.82

n

Mean

SD

CD

Pretest

■O
O

&
O
c

C/)

(g
o'
3

Posttest

Ol
a%
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T a b le 11
Summary o f £-Values by Measure: Analysis of
Covariance Through Linear Regression
df

Treatment

Control

F

Communic a t io n - Expressiveness

6/157

10.98

10.37

1.84

Leadership
Characteristics

6/157

30.80

27.46

17.44*

Communic a t io n - Precision

6/157

29.17

24.72

14.43*

Planning
Characteristics

6/157

41.34

33.82

30.00*

Total of Measures
1 through 4

6/157

112.24

96.08

29.92*

< .025 (.05 tw o -tailed t e s t) .

The regression approach revealed a s ig n ific a n t F-value fo r the
treatment e ffe c t

for

the

to ta l

scores as well

as the

Leadership

C haracteristics, Communication--Precision, and Planning Characteris
tic s subscales at ê < .05.
those measures.

The null

hypothesis was rejected for

The Communication--Expressiveness subscale revealed

no s ig n ific a n t differences between the adjusted mean scores of the
two groups.

The null

hypothesis with an F-value of 1.84 was not

s ig n ific a n t for that measure.
In

comparing Table

s ig n ific a n t

on

one

3 to
but

Table

not

the

11,

the

only

area

that

other

was

the

Planning
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Characteristics

subscale.

When

analysis

of

covariance

through

lin e a r regression was applied, the F-value of 30.00 was s ig n ific a n t
at

< .05, whereas the i n i t i a l

revealed

an

F-value

of

2.13.

design of analysis of covariance
Also,

as

with

the

analysis

of

covariance, the treatment variables, even though s ig n ific a n t, were
lower than the covariant

variables

on a ll

subtests.

A possible

explanation follows in the section addressing conclusions.
The results appear to indicate that the leadership curriculum
may be a variable responsible for the difference between the control
and experimental

groups in the areas of Communication--Precision,

Leadership Characteristics, Planning Characteristics,
score of the four subscales.

and the total

The s ig n ific a n t F-values

(Leadership

Characteristics:

F = 17.44, g < .05; Communication--Precision:

14.43,

Planning Characteristics:

Total:

g < .05;

F = 30.00,

F =

g < ,05;

F = 29.92, g < .05) indicate that the null hypothesis of no

s ig n ific a n t difference between the posttest means could be rejected.
The

only

area

that

was

not

s ta tis tic a lly

s ig n ific a n t

was

the

Communication--Expressiveness subscale, with an F-value of 1.84 (g >
.0 5 ).
Summary of Findings
The significance

of

th is

study has as

its

focal

point

the

question of whether leadership s k ill s can be taught to second-grade
students.

The instruments

used to measure

leadership

s k ills

in

children and the s t a tis t ic a l- a n a ly s is methods that were used were
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described in Chapter

III.

The hypothesis was that the posttest

scores of the group receiving instruction in the L . I.V . E . curriculum
would not be s ig n ific a n tly d if fe r e n t from the scores of those not
receiving the instruction.
The response data indicated that the null
re je c te d

fo r

the

Leadership

hypothesis could be

C h a r a c t e r i s t ic s ,

Communication--

Precision, and Planning Characteristics subscales and for the to ta l
score fo r the four subscales.

The treatment did appear to be a

facto r in the dependent variable fo r four of the fiv e measures.
only

null

hypothesis

not

rejected

Communicat io n - -E x p r è s siveness,

was

where

fo r

the

the

firs t

The

subscale,

d iffe re n c e

was

by

the

not

s ig n ific a n t.
When the
hypothesis

information

fo r

Expressiveness

a ll

subscale,

was

broken

subscales
as

well

rejected at the .05 level for males.
except

fo r

the

down

except
as

for

gender,

the
the

null

Communication-to ta l

score,

was

The same was true fo r females

Communicat1on--Expressiveness

and

Communication--

Precision subscales.
The design of the study was generally sound, and the findings
cannot be dismissed l i g h t l y .

Threats

to

internal

v a lid it y

were

countered by randomly assigning groups to the treatment and control
sections.
Potential problems are involved in applying these findings to
other situations, the most serious of which are discussed in Chapter
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V under

Limitations.

The

composition

d is tric t

and community from which the

of

the

specific

school

sample was drawn made i t

d i f f i c u l t to generalize widely from sample to population.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter is organized so that the following topics may be
discussed:

summary,

design,

conclusions,

lim ita tio n s ,

and

recommendations.
Summary
The purpose of th is study was to determine the effectiveness of
a leadership curriculum ( L . I . V . E . )
second-grade stu d e n ts .
whether the
oral

leadership

and w ritten

(Lockett,

1982) to be used with

The researcher attempted to determine
curriculum,

communication,

which

included

group leadership

instruction
s k ills ,

in

problem

solving, and decision making, could increase the students’ s k ills in
those

areas.

The population

was

further

analyzed for

possible

future study in terms of any sig n ific a n t differences that could be
a ttrib u te d to the students’ gender.
This study extended the work done for Lockett’ s (1982) doctoral
d is s e rta tio n ,
Materials

for

"The Development and Assessment o f In s t r u c t io n a l
the Teaching of Leadership S k ills

Students in Selected Public Schools."
recommendation

to

Second Grade

I t became an extension of her

that the L .I.V .E . curriculum be a ctually f ie ld tested

on second-grade students.

This study was an attempt to determine

61
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whether leadership s k ill s could be taught to young children, an area
in which current research is extremely lim ite d .
Design
The research design fo r
control-group design.
cluster techniques.

this

study was the

The subjects were randomly assigned using
The control group and the experimental group,

consisting of four classrooms each,
The L .I.V .E .

pretest/posttest

were administered a pretest.

leadership curriculum was then incorporated into the

experimental group’ s reading and social

studies lessons for a 16-

week period, while the control group received t h e ir
instruction.

regular d a ily

The posttest was then administered to both groups a

week a f t e r the treatment had been stopped.
Analysis

of data

included

analysis

of

covariance

where

the

posttest means were compared using the pretest scores as covariates.
The significance of differences of the posttest mean scores was set
at p < .05 for a tw o -tailed te s t.
analysis of covariance,
homogeneity of variance,
studied.

The assumptions necessary to use

s p e c ific a lly homogeneity of regression and
were not

s a tis fie d

fo r

a ll

combinations

Therefore, an a lte rn a tiv e design had to be used.

of covariance through lin e a r

regression

was used to

Analysis

analyze

data.
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Conclusions
The analysis of data collected in the study indicated that four
of the fiv e null hypotheses, when comparing the to ta l group, should
be r e je c t e d .
r e c e iv in g

The fin d in g s

in s t r u c t io n

appear

to

in d ic a t e

th a t

students

in the le a d e rs h ip curric u lu m did d i f f e r

s ig n ific a n tly on the adjusted posttest mean score from those in the
c o n tro l

group

on

a ll

Expressiveness subscale.

measures

except

the

Communication--

In cases in which s ig n ific a n t differences

between the two groups were reported, the differences were removed
when the covariance was applied to the pretest mean scores with the
posttest scores as the dependent variable.
to

Thus, the results appear

indicate that the leadership curriculum did make a difference

between the
Communication
t ic s ,

c o n tro l

and experimental

groups

C haracteristics--Precision ,

Planning Characteristics,

in

the

Leadership

areas

of

Characteris

and the combined score of the four

subscales.
The
lo oking

same data
fo r

analysis

d if fe r e n c e s

was

applied

by gender.

to

the

For males,

information

in

a n a ly s is

of

covariance between pretest and adjusted posttest means showed the
covariance was s ig n ific a n t

fo r three of the subscales as well

as

to ta l score fo r the male students in the experimental group at & <
.05 of a tw o -tailed te s t.
hypothesis

as s ta te d

I f ju s t the males were used, the null

could

be r e je c te d

fo r

fo u r

of

the

fiv e
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measures.

There was a s ig n ific a n t

difference

using

the

F-value

between both groups on four of the f iv e measures.
Using the same information,
females.

the data were

analyzed

fo r

the

Analysis of covariance revealed a s ig n ific a n t F-value for

the tre a tm e n t

e ffe c t

fo r

the

to ta l

score

and the

Leadership

Characteristics and Planning Characteristics subscales at & < .05 of
a tw o -ta ile d te s t.

The hypothesis for the two groups id e n tifie d by

gender

r e je c te d

could

be

Expressiveness

and

except

fo r

the

Communication--Precision

Communication--

subscales,

where

the

F-value fa ile d to re je c t the null hypothesis.
The following general conclusions can be drawn as a re s u lt of
the study:
1.

The data support the rejection of

the null

hypothesis fo r

the null

hypothesis fo r

the null

hypothesis fo r

the to ta l group on four of the fiv e measures.
2.

The data support the rejection of

the male group on four of the fiv e measures.
3.

The data support the rejection of

the female group on three of the fiv e measures.
4.

An

covariance

examination
being a pplied

s i g n i f i c a n t d if fe r e n c e s

of

the

appears

F-values
to

before

in d ic a t e

a n a ly s is

th at

between the groups b efore

th e re

of

were

a n a ly s is

of

covariance was applied.
These conclusions were arrived

at with

a fu ll

understanding

that the lim ita tio n s of the sample and the p a rtic u la r students of
the school might a ffe c t the g e n e r a liz a b ility of the re su lts .

I t is
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also d i f f i c u l t to separate the effects of the method from those of
the

te a c h e r,

accentuate

and t h i s

or

detract

in t e r a c t i o n
from

the

of

te a c h e r

potential

and method may

merits

of

leadership

in struction.
The results of the study p a r t i a l l y support the supposition that
leadership s k ill s can be taught to young children.

The lim ita tio n s

of the study and recommendations fo r fu rth e r work in this area are
addressed in the next sections.
Limitations
Although i t

is not possible,

on the basis of this

study,

to

specify the contribution of each aspect of the leadership curriculum
to the gains in such leadership s k ill s as group leadership, problem
solving,

and communication s k i l l s ,

it

is

reasonable to a ttrib u te

some of the gains to the L .I.V .E . curriculum.
The

positive

results

of

several lim ita tio n s in mind.

this

study

p a re n ts ,

and the

be

viewed

with

The subjects were drawn from a school

community where the socioeconomic le v e l,
both

should

percentage

of

the educational
tw o -p arent

level

f a m i lie s

of
are

considerably above the national average, making i t d i f f i c u l t fo r the
results to be widely generalized with confidence.
The collection

of data took place

in the early

part of the

school year, and i t is possible that an adequate amount of time may
not

have

been

a llo w e d .fo r

the

teachers

to

have

a thorough
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understanding of the students’
areas being measured.

a b ilitie s

as they

related

to

the

This may even be more of a factor as the

instrument was not a te s t in which the children participated, but a
subjective instrument the teachers completed on each student.

The

study may have had d if fe r e n t results i f i t had been completed la te r
in the year.
The evaluation instrument,
in terpre ta tion

by the

extremely lim ited
leadership
future

in

teachers

v a riety

children

researchers,

by it s design,
completing

of evaluation

was

available.

a study

should

le ft

the

much room for

instruments.

instruments
As

that

measure

a recommendation

be undertaken

instrum ent to give to e a rly -e le m e n ta r y -a g e

to

develop

stu d e n ts ,

An

w ith

for
an
the

purpose being to assess t h e ir leadership s k i l l s .
In conclusion, from the data presented, a model curriculum for
leadership development in children might be suggested.
would suggest that

a curriculum stressing

L .I.V .E .

instrumental

could

be

in

the

teaching

The model

same components as

leadership

s k ills

to

7- and 8-year-old children.
At the same time, i t is not wise to overstress the significance
or importance of any findings in research, p a r tic u la r ly one with a
lim ited
analysis.
such

as

number of subjects
More demographic
race,

achievement

and few variables

to

be subjected to

information would have been helpful,
le v e ls ,

and

c o g n it iv e

determining the effectiveness of the curriculum as i t
d iffe r e n t types of children.

le v e ls ,
relates

in
to

However, any study that contributes
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additional

knowledge to

the

educational

process

is

important

in

educational research.
According to Hurlock (1972), fa ilu r e to use quasi-experimental
studies

because

of

t h e ir

educational research.

shortcomings

would

Hurlock concluded th a t,

seriously

handicap

when the researcher

is aware of the lim ita tio n s and problems associated with the method
of research and attempts to control them, the data collected can be
a valuable tool in furthering educational research.
Recommendations
The results of this study were not predicted from a review of
the l i t e r a t u r e .
needs to

The area of leadership as i t

be explored

more f u l l y

as i t

relates to children

a p p lie s

to

le a d e rs h ip

development, the c h ild ’ s conception of leadership, and the teacher’ s
conceptions of leadership in children.
F u rth e r

work needs

to

be undertaken

leadership s k ill s to young children.

on the

teaching

of

In addition, research needs to

be undertaken to determine whether leadership s k ill s learned in the
second grade are s t i l l

present in junior and senior high school, to

discover whether the leadership s k ills are transferred to situations
other than the classroom.
Research also needs to be undertaken in th is area that would
include other demographic information.
the

grade

v a ria b le ;

o th e r

v a ria b le s

This w r ite r looked only at
such

as

ra ce ,

gender,
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achievement, and socioeconomic level would be helpful in determining
what factors might a ffe c t the learning of leadership s k i l l s .
Last, this researcher looked at the L . I.V . E . curriculum as the
source to teach leadership s k i l l s .

As schools are scrutinized even

more and as curriculum changes occur,

other curricula need to be

developed and measured as to

e f f e c tiv e n e s s

th e ir

in

teach ing

leadership s k ill s .
Leadership development
concept.

in

the

classroom

is

an

im portant

Whether leadership is thought of as a dynamic process in

the classroom, as an aspect of c h ild re n ’ s development, or as part of
the school curriculum, the nature of how leadership can be developed
needs to be explored continually.
The practical

implications

of

reexamine c u rren t

instruments

a v a i la b le

children’ s leadership

a b ilitie s .

the

study
to

suggest

a need

measure or

The results

indicate

to

assess

there

is

p o te n tia l--a hope that leadership s k ills can be taught to secondgrade students.
L .I.V .E .

The study also provides some valid ation that the

curriculum i t s e l f may be an e ffe c tiv e

le a d e rs h ip

s k ills

to

second-grade

demonstrates an approach to

resource to teach

s tudents.

teaching leadership

The
s k ill s

L.I.V.E.
through

a

curriculum designed to teach oral and w ritten communication s k i l l s ,
group
Further

leadership
research

s k ills ,
is

problem

needed

to

solving,

determine

and

whether

decision
the

making.

s k ill s

maintained as the children move through the educational system.
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In conclusion,

the classroom may be thought to constitute

a

primary group in that i t is characterized by intim ate, fa ce-to-face
association
social

and cooperation

and

is

instrumental

nature and ideals o f each child

in

forming

in that classroom.

the

Thus,

research and theory would seem to indicate that the classroom and
the entire primary school
study

in

the

emergence

experience are
of

leadership

important
behavior

as sources of
in

the

c h ild ’ s

psychological and social development.
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Appendix A
Leadership C haracteristics, Communication CharacteristicsPrecision, Communication Characteristics--Expressiveness,
and Planning Characteristics Subscales of the SRBCSS
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Scales for the Rating Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students
Josephs. RenzuUl/Linda H. Smith/ Alan J. White/Carolyn M. Callahan/Robert K. Hartman

Liate

Name
School

Grade

Age

Teacher or person completing this form
How long have you known the child?

Months.

//

Part IV: Leadership Characteristics

1. Carries responsibility well; can be counted on to do what he has
promised and usually does it well.
2.1s self confident with children his own age as weil as adults;
seems comfortable when asked to show his work to the class.
3. Seems to be well liked by his classmates.
4.1s cooperative with teacher and classmates; tends to avoid
bickering and is generally easy to get along with.
S. Can express himself weil; has good verbal facility and is usually
well understood.
6. Adapts readily to new situations; is flexible in thought and
action and does not seem disturbed when the normal routine is
changed.
7. Seems to enjoy being around other people; is sociable and
prefers not to be alone.
8. Tends to dominate others when they are around; generally
directs the activity in which he Is involved.
9. Participates in most social activities connected with the school;
can be counted on to be there if anyone is.
10. Excels in athletic activities; is weil coordinated and enjoys all
sorts of athletic games.
Add Column Total
Multiply by Weight

e g

Add Weighted Column Totals

/

//é/ / / //
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ o □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
o □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ m 0 0
□ > □ >□ '■□

Total
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Scales for the Rating Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students
Joseph S. Renzull! /Linda H. Smith / Jan J. White/Caroiyn M. Caiiahan/Robert K. Hartman

Name

Date

School

Grade

Age

Teacher or person completing this form
Months.

How long have you known thechiid?

/ /
/

Part VHI: Communication Characteristics — Precision
t. Speaks and writes directiy and to the point.
2. Modifies and adjusts expression of ideas for maximum
reception.
3. Is able to revise and edit in a way which is concise, yet retains
essentiai ideas.
4. Explains things precisely and cieariy.
5. Uses descriptive words toadd color, emotion, and beauty.
6. Expresses thoughts and needs cieariy and concisely.
7. Can find various ways of expressing Ideas so others wiii un
derstand.
8. Can describe things in a few very appropriate words.
9. Is able to express fine shades of meaning by use of a large stock
of synonyms.
10. Is able to express ideas in a variety of alternate ways.
11. Knows and can use many words closely related in meaning.

Add Column Total
Multiply by Weight
Add Weighted Column Totals

a

/

//
/

/■

/
/

□
□
□
□ □ H □
□ □ □ □
□
□
B
□
□ a □
□
□
□ □ □ B
□ □ □
□ □ □ B
□ □ □ □
m '
m
m
□ □ □ □
0
0

0

Total
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Scales for the Rating Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students
Joseph S. Renzulll/Linda H. Smith/Alan J. White/Carolyn M. Callahan/ Robert K. Hartman

Name

Date

School

Grade

Age

Teacher or person completing this form
' How long have you known thechiid?

Months.

/
Part IX. Communication Characteristics — Expressiveness
1. Uses voice expressively to convey or enhance meaning.
2. Conveys information non-verbally through gestures, facial
expressions, and "body language.".
3. Is an interesting storyteiler.
4. Uses coiorful and imaginative figures of speech such as puns
and analogies.

Add Coiumn Total
Multiply by Weight
Add Weighted Column Totals

/

/ é-

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

>

/

□
□
□
□
□
s
□

/

>

/

/

/

□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
0 0
□ =
■□

Total
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Scales for the Rating Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students
Josephs. RenzulH/Linda H.Smith/Alan J. White/Carolyn M. Callahan/Robert K. Hartman

Date

Name
Grade

School

Age

Teacher or person completing this form
Months.

How long ha ve you known the child ?

Part X: Planning Characteristics
1. Determines what information or resources are necessary for
accomplishing a task.
2. Grasps the relationship of individuai steps to the whoie process.
3. Aiiows time to execute ail steps invoived in a process.
■I. Foresees consequences or effects of actions.
5. Organizes his or her work well.
6. Takes into account the detaiis necessary to accompiish a goal.
7. Is good at games of strategy where it Is necessary to anticipate
several moves ahead.
8. Recognizes the various alternative methods for accomplishing a
goal.
9.Can pinpoint where areas of difficulty might arise in a
procedure or activity.
10. Arranges steps of a project in a sensible order or time sequence.
It.is good at breaking down an activity into step by step
procedures.
12. Establishes priorities when organizing activities.
13.Shows awareness of limitations relating to time, space,
materials, and abilities when working on group or individual
projects.
14. Can provide detaiis that contribute to the development of a plan
or procedure.
IS.Sees alternative ways to distribute work or assign people to
accomplish a task.

Add Column Total
Multiply by Weight
Add Weighted Column Totals

/é
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□ '

///

/

/

/

□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
S □ □
□ > □ =- □

Total
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L. I . V. E. Leadership Curriculum
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This' guide Is d e d i c a t e d to m y c o l l e a g u e s n e a r and
far w ho sha r e m y lov e for and b e l i e f In c h i l d r e n
an d their p o t e n t i a l for p o s i t i v e g r o w t h In every
aspect of the i r lives.
It Is y o u r dedication,
c r e a t i v i t y an d e x c e l l e n c e In t e a ching w h i c h dally
n urt u r e s this g r o w t h I n our y o u n gsters.
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INTRODUCTION

As

an

leadership

experienced
in children.

classroom teacher,

When

you

are

properly

aware

of

identified

the

presence

a series of activities

L.I.V.E.

to

(Leadership is Vital to Education) is

that have been developed to provide experiences

that identify behaviors

to activities designed

of

and utilized by the

leadership ability can be a valuable enhancement

the educational process.

in skills

teacher,

to enhance

characteristic of leaders.
these

skills

Exposure

can become vital

as

a

component of leadership training of early elementary children.
The material addresses seven behaviors identified as
effective
(3)

leadership:

written

(5) decision
techniques.
the

above

(1)

critical listening,

communication,

(4)

making, • (6) problem

to

(2) oral communication,

sequential
solving,

essential

and

thought

organization,

(7) group

leadership

The activities are designed to demonstrate skill in each of
characteristic behaviors and further specific directions and

information is given preceding each set of activities.
It

is

my

sincere

belief

that

this

will

be

an

educationally

rewarding experience for you and your children as you L.I.V.E.

through

these activities.
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SUGGESTED TIME LINE FOR THE ACTIVITIES

Pay

Activity Number

:

1
2

2

3

3

4

.

5

•

'

.

4

•

5 .

6

6

7

7 and 8

a.

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14 (Leader

Cards 3 and 4)*

14

14 (Leader

Cards 5 and 6)*

15

14 (Leader

Cards 7 and 8)

16

15

*Leader Cards 4, 5 and 6 are the 3 cards which could require more than
one

class

period a piece

to complete.

You may use your judgment on

the pacing of the children through Activity 14.
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Activities 1 and 2

LEADERSHIP AWARENESS :
As we begin, this series of activities, it seems important that we
take a look at our definition of leadership.
Leadership can be defined
as the act of leading others toward a specified goal.
But even more
than that, true leadership requires the leader to mobilize whatever
resources are available to help followers reach goals that are shared by
the leader and the follower(s).
It is obvious that not everyone can, will, or even should be a
leader but the skills we are enhancing through the activities in this
series
can be
useful
to
almost everyone in their daily life
circumstances.
For the purpose of this series we are defining leaders as people
who help others solve problems and get things done.
Additionally, we
will discover that leaders can also help others just have fun.
UNIT OBJECTIVES :
To discover a definition of leaders.
To practice being leaders and followers.
SPECIAL NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR:
Throughout this manual you will find sections written in script.
These sections are presented as an example of the "teacher talk" you may
wish to use with the activities. They are presented only as a guide and
may be adapted for your particular class.
As you work through the activities, you will find a section with
each activity which is entitled "Processing."
I cannot stress too
heavily the importance of this portion of the activity. ,It is essential
that the children go through this debriefing process after each
activity.
It allows them to verbalize throughts and feelings about
themselves,
each
other
and
their
involvement
in
the activity.
Additionally, it brings focus to the purpose of each activity and how it
relates to leaders and leadership.
The opportunity for discussion not
only sharpens their communication skills but it enhances their thinking
processes. A final advantage of the PROCESSING section is that it gives
you a better understanding of your class as individuals and as a group.
Please take the time to enjoy this with your class.
SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Other leader/follower games may be played such as "Simon Says" and
"Follow the Leader".
Look for several books which effectively dramatize the role of the
leaders.
Such stories as "The Pied Piper", "Chicken Little" and
"The Goose that Laid the Golden Egg" may prove appropriate. Have
the children role play or act out the various leader/follower roles
portrayed in these stories.
Have "Leader of the Week" with the bulletin board dedicated to this
person and his/her family, interests, strengths, etc. This person
may also be allowed to assume numerous leader roles throughout the
week:
such as leading the class in various activities, running
special errands, etc.
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Activity 1

Skill:

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Beginning Recognition of
Concept of Leadership

Activity 1 Envelope.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:
Explain to the children that they will soon form groups of four or
five

and

that

together, as

a

create something fun and new.

group. they will use their minds

to

Every person has good ideas and should

share these ideas with the group.

Involvement :
Children should be seated in groups at a table or desks should be
moved

together in groups.

Instructions

(to be read to

all

of

the

In a few minutes^ I am going to give each group one of these

groups):

envelopes.

Each envelope

contains

"magic materials" which special

people like you can use to make special things.

Each group may use

any or all of the magic materials in your envelope to design a play
ground on the moon or a piece of play equipment to be used on the moon
playground.

Since we don't know what a playground on the moon is

really like, we can make it any way we want to.

Each of you will work

together with your group to create your special "thing" for the moon.
Remember, your ideas are important to your group.
envelope on the table in the middle of your group.
when you hear me whisper the number one.
normal voice.

I will place an
Open the envelope

(Begin counting at ten in a

Count backwards, getting quieter with each number until

you finally whisper the number one.)
Give each group of children an envelope marked "Activity 1" (each
envelope

contains

two .paper

clips, one

square, two triangles, one

rectangle, one strip of yarn, one brad, and two buttons) and one 9x12
piece

of

construction

paper

(to

be

used

as

a work

surface

and a

display area for their final product)•
After ten minutes, encourage the children to complete the product
and at 15 minutes stop the activity.

During this time, you may want
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Activity 1 (continued)

to circulate around the groups offering encouragement but refrain, as
much

as

possible from Interjecting your ideas into

their creation.

While walking around, observe and note the leadership patterns,
who

seems to be dominating

saying anything,

i.e.

the discussion and creation, who is not

does the leadership switch from child to child or

remain with the same person, is the leader ever challenged.
Give each group a chance

to display and explain their product.

Again note who talks ,for the group.

When the "show and tell" is over

ask the children to put all of the materials back in the envelope.

Processing (discussion to be done with entire class):

1.

Who talked the most in your group while you were creating your
moon things?

2.

Who hardly said anything?

3.

Who helped the most in your group?

4.

Who do you think was the leaderCsJ in your group?

Why?

Point out to the children that leaders are people who help others
solve problems or get things done.
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Activity 2

Skill:

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Beginning Recognition of
Concept of Leadership

Space for the children to move about.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

"The last time we talked about leadership we decided that leaders
cafe people who help other people to solve problems or get things done.
Let's look at some of the
classroom?

leaders you know. \iho is the leader in

our

(Children may either respond that the teacher is the leader

or name a child who is a leader.

Accept either and/or both answers.)

Vho is the leader in our school?

(the principal)

your church?
our nation?
P.E.

(the minister, priest, rabbi, etc.)
(the president)

instructor)

teacher)
Grandma)

Who is the leader in our gym class? ' (the

Who is the leader in our music class?

Who is the leader in your home?

(the music

(Mom or Dad,

Grandpa or

Do all of these people help other people to solve problems or

get things done?
done?

Who is the leader in
Who is the leader of

What are some of the things they help other people get

What are some of the problems they help other people solve?

Sometimes leaders gust help other people have fun.

Today we

are

going to play some games where some of us will get to be leaders and
others of us will get to be followers. "

Involvement :

A.

Provide space for all of the children to form one circle.
the

children

form a

circle.

Instruct

them

in

the

Then have

game

called

"Follow Me" in which the leader begins some kind of movement such as
rubbing his/her stomach, then later changes to tapping his/her head
and later contracts and releases facial muscles which causes him/her
to make a funny face.

After about three new movements, the leader

becomes a follower and a new leader is selected.
for as long as it seems appropriate.

This may continue

You may wish to be the first

leader, then randomly choose succeeding leaders.
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Activity 2 (Continued)

B.

"Mirror, Mirror" Is the second game to be played.

Before beginning

this game allow time for the children to go, in pairs or groups, to
a mirror

and watch themselves move

their arms,

shoulders,

facial

muscles, etc., paying attention to what is happening in the mirror.
In this game the children pair off and spread out to different areas
of the room.
first.

The leader

body part and
mirror

The

image

children decide which one of them will

beleader

then faces his/her follower and slowly moves a

the follower must match the leader's movement _a£ _a
would.

For

example,

when

the

leader

slowly

moves

his/her right hand In a medium sized circle, the follower will have
to slowly move his/her left hand and follow that motion as a mirror
image would.

After three minutes aswitch

leader, will become
leader.

the follower and

shouldtake place

and the

the follower will become

the

If any child does not have a partner urge him/her to become

your partner.

Processing;

After children are seated again ask the following questions;

1. What did you think

about while you were the leader?

2. What did you think

about while you were the follower?

3. Did you enjoy

being the leader?

4. Did you enjoy

being the follower?

5. Which did you like best?

6. Do you think it is alright to be a leader some of the time and a
follower at other times?

7.

What do leaders do?

Guide the children to the fact that leaders are

people who help other people solve problems, get

things done

and

sometime they help other people have fun.
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Activities 3 and 4

CRITICAL LISTENING:
Children often fail to gain complete understanding of that to which
they are supposed to be listening, even though they show a receptive
attitude. The reasons for this are numerous. Their attention is often
divided. They believe that they are listening to what is being said by
another, but become easily distracted and find themselves only partly
conscious of the import of the words that they hear. Often children and
adults as well hear only what they want to hear. Sometimes an emotional
bias or block may cause them to misinterpret the connotation of the
words of the speaker.
The accompanying voice intonation or gestures of
the speaker may further this misinterpretation on the part of the
listeners.
Many times the children are simply unfamiliar with the
terminology used and they are left with confused understanding or almost
complete misunderstanding.
As educators, we must be sure that that to
which a child is expected to listen is associated with his/her
background
of
experience
and
should
motivate
him/her
toward
constructive thinking.
UNIT OBJECTIVES:
To recognize that communication is a two-way process.
To provide practice in attentiveness to oral directions.
To promote the enjoyment of listening.
To promote attentiveness to connotation and intonation of the voice
and familiarity with its importance in communication;
SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Play "Gossip", where the children all sit in the circle and you
give the first person a brief message which they are to whisper
into the ear of the person next to them.
The whispered message
travels from child to child and is finally repeated out loud by the
last child to receive the message.
A comparison is then made of
what the original message was and what was the message heard by the
last person.
A discussion ensues about listening well to what
others say and speaking clearly.
Have one child volunteer to stand
directions in the sequence they were
critiques the accuracy of the child.
given only once. They may be something
of the door, then walk eight steps to
your right heel four times, skip eight
down.

and follow several oral
delivered.
The class then
The directions are to be
like: Touch the right side
your left, bend and touch
times to your right and sit

Read a brief story or poem to the children and then ask them
questions which refer not only to the details of the poem but the
attitude or feelings of the characters involved.
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Activity 3

Skill;

Critical Listening

MATERIALS NEEDED:
A screen or cardboard large enough to shield your face and upper
torso.

Activity 3 envelope.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

"As we have been learning about leaders^ we have said that leaders
are people who help other people to solve problems^ and get things done.
We also said that leaders sometimes just help other people have fun.
Now we are going to spend some time talking about things that help a
person do à good job of leading.
leaders?

Do you think that there are ever bad

What kinds of things loould a bad leader do?

things would a good leader do?

Alright,

helps a leader do a good job of leading.
leading,

a person must

What kinds of

let's look at a skill that
Inorder to do a good job of

bea good listener.

A

leader must leam to

listen carefully to what is being said and to how the person feels about
what he or she is saying.

Sometimes people are happy about what they

are saying to us, sometimes they are sad.
and sometimes they are disappointed.
about what they are telling us?

Sometimes they are excited

How can we tell how a person feels

(Children will probably respond with

something which indicates that the look on the face of the person tells
a lot but they must also be led to understand that a lot of .feeling is
displayed by the sound of the voice.)

Today we are going to leam how

to tell what people are feeling by listening to how they say things."

Involvement :

A.

By use

of a screen or a large piece of

cardboard

or

paper,

the

teacher

must shield his/her upper torso and head from the children.

In this

manner,

or

body

the children can not use either facial expressions

language

to tell the feeling behind what

Next, the teacher will repeat this sentence:

down the sidewalk.

is being said.

The ball is rolling

The first time it is said the teacher's voice
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Activity 3 (Continued)

should sound angry.

Now stop, become visible to the children

and

ask them what feeling did they hear in

those words. Thisprocess

should

feelings:

be

repeated with

the

following

fear, teasing, and disappointment.

joy,

surprise,

(Any other identifiable ones may

be used such as sad or crying.)
This entire process may be repeated

usinga student to

be the

leader using great happiness, sadness or crying, anger and teasing.
You may have to guide the leader in how he or she may want to sound.
Here are some sentences that may be used:

B.

1.

Today is my birthday.

2.

The sky is blue with white clouds.

3.

Everyday

In ovdev to

we have reading.

better understand why

it is

important to be able to

listen oarefully to how things are being said, we are going to do a
little role playing.

I need five volunteers.

One of you will be

the leader and the other four will be the followers.
Now here is the situation.

leader and the children.)

(Select the

Let's pretend

all of you live very near each other in the same neighborhood.
havé

decided to form a club for

must

decide on a

"The

Dreamers". I will hand each

it.

Below the sentence

name for the

will

while you say those words.

club.

But first you all

The leader has chosen the name

of you a card with a sentence on
be afeeling you are supposed to show

I will help you find the best way to say

the words with that feeling,
card

after school.

You

if you need my help.

(Pass out one

to each of the four followers and two cards

to the leader.

Meet very quickly with each of them, out of earshot of the leader,
to make sure

they understand

appropriate way.
Next,

to get together like they are having a

Have the leader read his/her card A, "Hey gang, let's call

our club the

Dreamer's Club".

says his/her

part.

After all of

read his/her card B,

One

at a

After each member has

class will guess the feeling.
this time.

and can say it in the

You may have to model the way to say it for them.

instruct the members

meeting.

the sentence,

time each of the members
said

his/her

the members have voted,

"Good,

part

the

Gestures and mannerisms may be used
have the leader

then we all want to be the Dreamer's

Club".
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Activity 3 (Continued)

Processing;

1.

Did the leadev listen to what the members of the club really felt?

2.

How many members really wanted that name for the olub?

(one and the

leader)

3.

Why do you think the rest of the club members didn't tell the leader
what they were really feeling?

(Discussion should be led to the

fact that maybe they really like the leader and didn't want to hurt
his/her

feelings.

Or

maybe

suggested the name that was

they

felt

that

because

the way It should be.

the leader

Or maybe they

just didn't want to because they didn't have a better name.)

4.

How da you think the members felt about the leader?

5.

Do you think it is important for leaders to listen to how their
followers are saying things as well as what they are saying?

Why?
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Activity 4

Skill:

Critical Listening

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Activity

4

Envelope,

one piece of paper

(preferably unlined)

per

child, crayons (I red, 1 green, 1 purple, 1 orange) for every pair of
children.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

"Aa we have been taking a look at leaders, we learned that in order
for a person to be able to do a good gob of leading others, he/she must
be able to listen not only to what is being said to him or her but also
how it is being said.

Last time we worked on listening to how people

are saying things to us and we talked about how important it is to be
able

to tell what the person is really feeling as they are speaking to

us.

Today we are going to work on listening to what is being said to

us.

We are going to

do something that you probably have never done

before and 1 think you are really going to engoy it.

Before we begin,

let's review what a rectangle looks like, and a square, a circle and an
X. "

Involvement :
Children are to pair off and find a place to sit on the floor where
they are not sitting near another pair.

They are then supposed to sit

back-to-back and wait for further instructions.

"In a few moments, I will give one of you a blank piece of paper and
the other person a piece of paper with figures on it.

The person with

the blank paper will be the follower the first time we do this activity
and the person with the figures on the paper will be the leader.

Later

we will do this again switching positions and the leader will become the
follower and the follower will become the leader.
You are to keep your backs together so that you cannot see each
other.
it.

The leader will tell the follower what to draw and where to draw

The follower will draw exactly what the leader tells him/her to do.

Leaders, I'd suggest that you describe one figure at a time.

Be sure to
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Activity 4 (Continued)

teVl the follower which crayon to uae each time.

Followers, you will

have to listen carefully to what is being said and do it,"
Circulate as the children are giving instructions and see if you can
offer support but do not offer suggestions.

Let them struggle.

When

the followers have finished they may compare the drawings they made with
the original.
again.
become

Do Processing No.

1.

Then have

them sit back-to-back

This time give the new origJjial to the follower
the

follower.

leader)
Follow

(who has now

and have him/her describe the figures
the

same

procedure.

Then

they

can

to the new
compare

the

pictures again.

Processing No. 1 ;

1.

Followers, what problems did you have while you were listening to
the leader give you directions on what you should draw?

2.

Leaders, what problems did you have while you were trying to tell
the follower what to draw?

2.

Followers, if you could do it again, what would you do differently?

4. Leaders, if you could do it again, what would you do differently?

'’rocesslng No. 2 ;

J. Followers,

directions?

was

it

easier

for

you

to

draw

than

What problems did you have this time?

to

give

the

Did it help that

you were a leader the last time we did this?

2. Leaders, was it easier for you to give the directions than to draw
like you did last time?

What problems did you have this, time?

Did

it help that you were the follower last time?

2.

What did we le am from this experience?

(Guide

the

children

to

verbalize that as leaders we must l e a m to make our directions very
clear and as followers we must l e a m to listen very carefully.)
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Activities 5 and 6

ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATION:
Language Is a very special means of communication.
It encompasses
every means
of communication In which thoughts and feelings
are
symbolized as to convey meaning to others.
Language consists of such
forms of communication as writing, speaking, sign language, facial
expression, gesture, pantomime, and.art.
Language Is one of the main
things that distinguishes human beings from the lower animals.
Speech Is a form of language In which articulate sounds or words
are used to convey meaning. An effective leader must be able to
communicate with others In a manner which enables him/her to lead the
grup to the accomplishment of the Identified goal.
The volume, speed,
tonal variation, timing and content of the leader's speech greatly
affect the effectiveness of the leader.
The leader's thoughts must be properly organized and delivered In a
manner which will attract the attention of the followers. In order for
this to occur, attention must be given to Improving the leader's written
communication skills.
Attention must be given to sharpening skills of
writing with clarity, conciseness, creativity, and the ability to
convince others.
UNIT OBJECTIVES:
1.

To
familiarize
communication.

children

with

verbal

and

non-verbal

2.

To provide opportunities for children to communicate positive
thoughts about themselves In both written and oral form.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Select a book from the media center which uses "Black Dialect" or
some regional dialect such as Appalachian dialect.
Read some
appropriate parts or all of It to the children.
A discussion
should follow which leads the children to understand that there can
be many variations of a language spoken within a nation.
They
should be led to recognize that different dialects are not "bad"
because they sound different, and that we identify or are most
comfortable with the kind of language chat we hear at home. This
often requires us to learn two kinds of "languages"; a "home
language" and a "school language" so that we can feel comfortable
In any situation that we may find ourselves In. Emphasis should be
placed on the fact that "home language" and "school language" have
equal value. John Steptoe's book entitled, Stevie Is a good choice
for such an experience.
Allow children to make up commercials In which they advertise their
willingness to be hired out to do something for others that they do
real well.
Suggest that they make up a story about a leader who seemed to make
a lot of mistakes and what happened to him/her, or any other story
Involving a leader.
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Activity 5

Skill:

Oral Communication

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Activity 5 Envelope containing Activity 5 Worksheet (Rules for Being
a Good Communicator with Words, Special Me Word(s) Lists and Special Me
Name Tags), pencils, large felt marker to write on the name tags.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

haoe learned that leaders are people who help other people solve
problems or get things done.
help us have fun.

We also talked about leaders and some of the things a

leader rmxst be able
leading.

They are also people who sometimes just

to do if he/she is going to do a goad job of

We have already worked on learning to be a good

listener.

Today we will begin to leam how to be a good C-O-M-M-U-N-I-C-A-T-O-R.
Wow, that's a big word but I'll bet you can say it with me.
it, C-O-M-M-U-N-I-C-A-T-O-R.

Does anyone know what a communicator is?

(Accept all even closely relevant answers.)

municator is:

Let's try

Another meaning for com

someone who exchanges or passes along feelings, thoughts,

or information (Wilt, 1978).
Are you a communicator?

You certainly are.

day with everyone around you.
some

of your

thoughts

and

You communicate every

Everyday, you let others around you know
feelings and you give

them information.

Sometimes we communicate with words and sometimes we communicate with
our bodies.

(Demonstrate the latter concept by asking

"What am I telling you when I do this ____________ ?"

the children,

Then proceed to

wave, shake your head yes or no, shrug shoulders, put hand up for stop,
frown, "shhhh" with your fingers to lips and beckon,
hands, "Come here."

saying with your

You may use any other non-verbal communication that

you think they will recognize.)

Today, we are going to lea m

to be good communicators with words

when we talk to others and we 're going to talk about your favorite
person...YOU!

But first,

let's look at some rules for being a good

communicator with words."
Pass out Activity 5 Worksheet,
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Activity 5 (Continued)

Involvement;

In a few minutes^ I am going to pass out a sheet of paper that has
SPECIAL ME WORD(S) on it and we are going to do some things with this
sheet.
. the

(These sheets are found in the Activity 5 envelope.

sheets

and

read

through each SPECIAL ME WORD with

Pass out

the children,

briefly discussing them so that the children are clear on the meaning of
each word.)

Then say: , Now I want you to think real hard about yourself

and figure out which wox'd is most like you.
a friendly person or a good thinker?
(Allow time

for

them

Are you a happy pei'son, or

Or are you a neat and tidy person?
Now that you have

to decide.)

decided which

SPECIAL ME WORD(S) fit you best, I will ask you to tell us why you chose
your SPECIAL ME WORD(S).
WORDS page.

Let's look at the bottom of your SPECIAL ME

There is a sentence which you are going to use when you

tell us about you.

First of all, you will say, "I'm proud to say that I

am a ________ (happy or hard-working or friendly, etc.) person because I
_________ (and here they tell us that at home they help their mom with
setting the table or when they are with other people they act friendly
toward them, etc.)
This
from

entire

you,

process may

because

positively about

children

take some time and considerable guidance
are

often

not

accustomed

to

themselves and supporting their beliefs.

is time well spent.

speaking

However, it

When this whole process is finished say to

the

children, "Now we are going to make you some special name tags to wear

the rest of the day.

Let's look at them.

found in the Activity 5 envelope.)

(These name

They say,

"Hi!

tags are also

Ask me why ry name

is (Friendly Michael)." I will put your name and the SPECIAL ME ^..RD(S)
that you chose for yourself on your name tag.

Then as you wear that

name tag all day you can communicate with others very well as you tell
them why you' are such a special person.
Being a Good Communicator with Words.

Remember to use our Rules for
Let's review them.

(Review the

list of rules making sure they know how to apply them to what they will
be doing when someone asks them about their name tag.)
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Activity 5 (Continued)

Processing:

1.

Who witZ teZZ us one of the RuZes for Being a Good Communicator?

2.

How about another ruZe?

2.

What is the Zast ruZe?

4.

Why is it important for us to use these ruZes when we

taZk to

others?

5,

Why is it important for a person who wants to do a good job of
Zeading to use these ruZes when taZking to others?
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Activity 6

Skill:

Written Communication

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Ample board space.

Willy Wonka Letter - Activity 6B.

Activity 6

Envelope containing Rules for Good Writing. (6A)

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

The last time we worked on learning about leaders we spent some i
talking about how special we are.
how special we are.

We even made name tags to tell other

Let's talk about your c~o~m~m-u-n-i~c-a- ~i-o-n

with others as they asked you about your name tag.

1.

How many of you had someone ask you gust why you are called your
SPECIAL name?

2.

Tell us some of the people who asked you about your special name.

3.

Who will tell us what your answer was to their question?

4.

How did you feel when you gave your answer and told them how special
you are?

5.

Did you use the Rules for Being a Good Communicator with Words?

6.

What did people say to you after you told them about your special
name?

?.

Did you like wearing that Special name tag?

If you did you may wear

it any time you wish.

Now that you have learned something about aorrmunioating with words
by talking^
writing.

let's

leam

something about communicating with words by

Do you remember that a communicator is someone who exchanges

or passes along feelings^ thoughts, or information?

Is it possible to
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Activity 6 (Continued)

xùvite about our feelings or thoughts?
to give

others

information

by

Certainly it is.

writing

it

down?

Is it possible

It

certainly

is.

Everything that we read either tells us someone 's thoughts or feelings
or it gives us information.

In order to do a good job of leading^ it is

important to be able to communicate well with others by writing ti them.

Involvement:

Today
pretend

we

that

are

going

Willy

to pretend and use our imagination.

Wonka

is

looking for

a new

Chocolate Factory and someone told him about you.
that he really doesn 't know much about you.

president

Le': .

f ■ his

The only prc. 'em is

So you are going to write

him a letter telling him some important things about you.

If you want

him to hire youj you will have to make him believe that you are the best
person for the job.
about you.

So be sure to tell him all of the wonderful things

He wants to know:

(List on the board)

1.

Your first and last name.

2.

Where you live.

3.

How oldyou are.

4.

How many people are in your family and what are their names.

5.

What isyour favorite thing to do in school?

6.

What isyour favorite thing to do when you are not in school?

7.

What isit that you do better than anyone else you know?

8.

Do you like chocolate?

9.

Do you like kids?

Before we can write Mr. Wonka a letter, maybe we had better
Rules for Good Writing.

1.

Think carefully

look at the

(See Activity 6 envelope.)

about what you want

to say before

you try to

write it.

2.

Always write complete sentences.
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Activity 6 (Continued)

3.

Write as neatly as you can.

4.

Use capital letters, question marks and periods.

5.

Try to spell all words correctly.

6.

When you have finished writing, look back over your work to see
if you have made any mistakes.

Now We need to make a H a t of words you may need in order to write
your letter.

You tell me the word and I'll write it on the hoard so

that you may uae it in your letter.
Ohxy^ now we know the rules for

good writing and we have a H a t of

worda that we may need to write ourletters.
pass out the paper so that you can

All

we need to do now is

write your letter.

Be sureto let

him know gust how great you really are so that he will choose you.
After

all of

the letters are written,

allow time for all of the

children to read their letter out loud to the class.

This may be time

consuming but it is extremely important in this exercise as it not only
enhances the child's self-concept as he/she reads about himself/herself,
but it also helps them to hear how their writing sounds when it is read
out loud.

Processing;

1.

How did you feel while you were writing to Mr. Wonka?

2.

Did you use the Rules for Good Writing?

3.

Why is it important to leam how to write well?

4.

Why is it important for a

leader to be able to write well?

Let 'a look at some of the leaders we talked about earlier.
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Activity 6 (Continued)

5.

What kinds of things would a principal haoe to write?

6.

What would happen if he/she didn't write well?

(Continue questions 5 and 6 with teacher, parent, the President
of the United States, and/or other leaders they are familiar with.)
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*

*

Activities 7 and 8

SEQUENTIAL-THOUGHT ORGANIZATION:
The effective leader must be able to organize his/her thoughts and
thus his/her actions to make the maximum impact.
Because this process
involves the ability to think sequentially it can best be enhanced
through practice.
UNIT OBJECTIVES:
To provide practice in placing things in sequential order.
To provide the recognition
solved in steps.
To provide
making.

the

opportunity

that most

for

group

tasks

and/or

interaction

problems

and

are

decision

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Cut out comic strips and put in envelopes.
children to place in the correct order.

Distribute

to

the

Prepare an activity which involves appropriate classroom cooking in
order that they may see the Importance of doing things in sequence.
Have them draw a three-frame cartoon to illustrate something done
in sequence or an occurrence that requires three steps.
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Activity 7

Skill;

Sequential Thought
Organization

MATERIALS NEEDED:
One "School" Envelope for each group and one "Cookie" Envelope for
each group found in the Activity 7 Envelope.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

So foTj we have learned that a leader must know how to listen well,
speak well and to write well.
the wpy we think.

Now we are going to learn something about

Wouldn't it be crazy if when we were babies, we first

learned how to walk and later decided to l e a m how to crawl?

What if we

put our shoes on first and then decided to put our socks on?

What if we

took a bath and then went outside and played in the mud?

Something

would be wrong with the order in which we were doing things.

We must

train our brains to think of things in the correct order so that we can
do the best job of getting things done.

When people are helping others

to solve problems, get things done or just 1-iave fun, they must always
.know the correct order in which to do things.

We are going to work on

making sure that we can figure just what the best order to do something
is.

Involvement :

We are going to form groups of around four people each.

Then I will

come around and give you an envelope that says Morning. Inside each of
these envelopes are some strips of paper with things that we might do in
order to get ready for school in the morning written on them.

When I

tell you to begin you and your group will read each of the strdps.
will help you with the words if you need help.

I

Then you will spread the

strips out and place them in the order that you think they should be
done in order to get to school.
group.

Iou must decide on that order as a

Everyone should help make that decision.
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Activity 7 (Continued)

Walk around and observe the group dynamics as they work
task.

on

this

When they have finished this task, discuss the results with them.

If there were any differences of order,
choice with
possible

them.

sequence.

discuss

the

reasons

for

the

If the reasoning is logical accept it as another
The

same

activity

may

be

done

again

with

the

'envelopes marked Cookies.

Processing;

1. Who

did the moat talking in your group?

2. Who

VXZ3 the leader?

3.

Who were the fotlowevs?

4.

Was there anyone who did not help make the ahoioea?

5.

Were you ever aonfuaed aa to what atep aame next?

What did you do

about that?

6. Why

ia it important for a peraon whowanta

to

do a good job of

leading to be able to thinkof the correctorderfor thinga?
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Activity 8

Skill:

Sequential Thought
Organization

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Activity

8 Envelope

containing

problems

and

tasks

to

be

put

in

proper sequence.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction;

The last time we did our leadership activities we worked on tra.
our brain to think of things in the correct order.
putting some steps together in the correct order.

He did this by

But in order for us

to be good leaders and followers, it is important for us to use our
brains to think of ways of solving problems or doing things.

As we are

deciding how to do this we must list the steps that we must follow.
must decide what must be

We

donefirst and then what must be done next and

what is the third thing to be done and so on until the task is completed
or the problem is solved.

Each thing to be done is called a step.

Some

problems or tasks have ‘
two or three steps such as putting on a shoe.
First you pick up the shoe, match the right shoe to the right foot, next
you slide your foot into it and finally, you buckle or tie the shoe if
it has buckles or shoestrings.

You see, that was four different things

to do and so we say it took four steps

to put

on the shoe.

problems or tasks take many more than three or four steps to
It takes many steps for Mom or Dad to prepare dinner for us.
many steps to make a real car in the factory.
in the correct order orthe problem cannot
task will not get done.

We are going to

Some

complete.
It takes

Each step must take place
be solved correctly or the
practice thinking of the

correct steps and putting them in the correct order.

Involvement :

In a few minutes, we will form groups of four or five people and we
will work together to list the steps that will help us solve the problem
or do the task.

I am going to give each

problem or task to work on.

of your groups a

separate

First, you will read the card and talk

about what the problem or task is.

Next you will decide what steps must
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Activity 8 (Continued)

be taken to eotve the problem or task.~ Then you will have one member of
your group list the steps on g piece of paper, in the correct order.
Each problem or task needs at least four steps to complete it.

You must

list at least four steps in the correct order.
Distribute a problem or a task card to each group.
located in the Activity 8 envelope.
the

steps,

changes

circulate

that

beginning

to

follower's

might be
be

role

and note the group dynamics at work.
occurring

leaders
just

These cards are

While they are working on listing

as

and

among

leaders

graciously.

former
who
Also,

are

followers

who

learning

to

offer

support

Note any
are now
take
to

the

them,

assuring them that they mry just spell the words the best way they can.
Constantly praise them for being such good thinkers.
When this task has been completed, allow each group to share their
problem or task and the steps they devised to complete the task or solve
the problem.

Processing;

1, Who did the most talking in your group?

2, Who helped the most?

Z, Who was the leader?

4. Did you have trouble figuring out what steps were needed to complete
your task or solve your problem?

5. Did you feel that your brain had to work real Jtard?

If you did,

then give yourself a hand,

6. Why is it important for a leader to know the correct order in which
to follow steps to solve problems or do tasks?
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Activities .9 and 10

DECISIOtr MAKING;

Children, and adults as well, are constantly making decisions.
Every day we make numerous decisions.
Some of them are small and
require minimal thought.
Others are large and the impact of the
decision may be great.
This requires a much more intense type of
thinking. Many things may come into play in the process of making the
decision; our background, our experiencial base, the implications of the
decision and our values.
We all make many decisions which prove to have been correct and
some that prove to have been unwise.
In order to lessen the number of
unwise decisions that we make, it is necessary to look at appropriate
alternatives and select the best one. This is not always easy to do but
being given the opportunities to practice decision making can help.
Leaders are continually called upon to make decisions so the
refinement of this skill will prove to be a real asset.
UNIT OBJECTIVES:
To provide the opportunity for
publicly affirm their choice.

children

to

make

a

choice

and

To provide practice in defending or explaining their choice.
To provide the opportunity to examine their own values and make
judgments according to their values or those of the group.
SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Throughout the day, give the children many opportunities to make
decisions which affect them and their classroom.
Use the words
"decide" and "decision" frequently. At the end of the day, have
the children write or tell which decision was most difficult for
them to make and why.
Have them invent or design a survey for other children in the
school. This survey would force other children to make decisions.
Some of the decisions should be minor but there should also be some
tough ones on this survey.
On another day, they could be allowed
to survey some of the students. Finally, they should report their
results back to the class.
Discussion should take place which
called attention not only to the results of the survey but the ease
or difficulty with which the participants made their decisions.
Have the children talk to their parents about making decisions.
They should ask, how do their parents make decisions, how do they
know when they have made the right decisions, what is the most
difficult decision that they ever made that they would like to
share with us?
The children should report the results of this
discussion with their parents.
A comparison should be made as to
how adults make decisions vs. how children make decisions.
Is
there any difference?
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Activity 9

Skill:

Decision Making

MATERIALS NEEDED:
A cleared space large enough for the children to move around in.
Masking tape placed in two long strips on the floor parallel to each
other about five feet apart.

DEVELOPMENTAI. EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

Since we haoe been working on becoming good leaders and followers,
we haoe learned that good leaders and followers must be able to listen,
s'^eak and write well.

We also learned that they must be able to think

of the correct order for getting things done.

Now we are going to took

at something that every person must do everyday and that is:
decisions.

You make decisions every day.

make

You make lots of decisions.

Every time you decide what you are going to do, or wear or read or watch
on TV,

or

decisions.

whom you

are

going

to

do

things

with,

you are making

Some decisions are very easy to make; such as what you will

watch on TV.

Some decisions are very hard to make; such as will you go

to a movie with one friend or on a picnic with another friend.

Since

you like both friends a lot and you would enjoy either a movie or a
picnic, it is not so easy to choose.

The decision is hard to make.

Just learning to make decisions is a hard thing to do because we
have to leam to make a choice and then stand by the choice.

In other

words, after we have made a decision, we must leam not to keep changing
our minds.

For example, let's say that you chose to go on the picnic

with that friend because you knew that warm weather will not be here
much longer and you felt it was best to enjoy the warm weather on a
picnic.

You felt that a movie theater would be here year round and you

could go to a movie with that friend at another time.

So you thank that

person for inviting you and tell him/her that you have other plans for
that day but would like to go to the movie with him/her on another day.
Now let's suppose that your friend who asked you to the movie gets mad
at you and says he/she will never ask you to do anything else again.
What will you do now?

(Accept all possible solutions but guide the
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Activity 9 (Continued^

children to see that we must l e a m

to stick to the decisions that we

make when we feel that we are right, even if

the outcome is not what

we'd like it to be.)

Involvement;

Today
decisions
children

we

are going

to praatiae making decisions.

Some

will be easy and some of them will be hander.
stand

and

form agroup near

you.

Now,

chocolate milk drinker or a fruit juice drinker?
milk drinker stand on this line.
on this line.

Rule:

one you

of the

Have

the

more of a

If you are a chocolate

If you are a fruit juice drinker stand

Everyone must stand on one line or the other.

one can stand in the middle.

No

Now that you have made the decision of

which line to stand on we would like to hear some of your reasons for
choosing

that

line.

"______

jwhy did you choose to be more of a chocolate milk drinker

Turnto

than a fruit juice drinker?"
they

the

"chocolate

milk"

line

and

say,

Ask several more children in that line why

made the choice that they did, then repeat the same process with

the other

"fruit juice" line.Try to emphasize with the

every decision we make has a reason behind it.

children that

Have the children return

to the total group and give them another either/or choice to make.
process

should

children should

be

repeated with the

following

questions.

Then

This
the

be seated inorder to do Processing No. 1.

Either/Or Choices^ A

1.

Are you a pizza eater or a cake eater?

2.

Are you more like a breakfast or more like a dinner?
(Please alert the

children to the fact

that this question

asks what are they

more like, not which meal do they like

the best.)

Z.

Are you more like a lamb or a lion?

4.

Do you like doing things better alone or in a group?

5.

Are you more of an arguer or an agree-er?

Adapted from Simon, Howe <S Kirsahenbaum, Values Clarification: A
Handbook of Praatiaal Strategies for Teachers and Students. Hart
Publishing Co., Inc. New York, 1972, Pp. 94-97.
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Activity 9 (Continued)

Processing No. 1 :

1.

Did you ever have trouble deciding which line to etand on?

2,

Did you ever want to stand in the middle of both

3,

After you made your decision, did you sometimes wish that you had

lines?

Why?

Why?

chosen the other one?

4. How did you feel about sticking with your decision?

Wow that you have had some ■practice making small decisions, we are
going to do this same exercise again.
will be a little bit harder to make.
stand on one line or the other.

However, this time the decisions
Remember the rule.

Everyone must

Wo one can stand in the middle.

Either/Or Choices B

1.

You are walking behind someone.
bar and open it.

You see him/her take out a candy

When he/she finishes eating it, he/she throws the

wrapper on the ground.
What will you do?

You are quite a distance behind this person.

Will you catch up with the person and ask them to

pick up their wrapper so that they do not litter the sidewalk or
will you ignore the person and pick it up yourself and throw it
away.

2. You are walking to school one morning and you look down and you see
a ten dollar bill on the sidewalk.
walking ahead.

As you look up you see a woman

She does not know it but her purse is open and

swinging freely as she walks.

What will you do?

Will you pick up

the ten dollars and put it in your pocket or will you pick up the
ten'dollars, catch up with the lady, and return it to her.
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Activity 9 (Continued)

3. Mom has told you that you are watahing too much TV lately.

She hoe

to go to a meeting and calls a babysitter to come take care of you
and your younger sisters.

Before the babysitter arrives Mom tells

you that you are not to watch TV while she is gone.
to read, draw or play outside.

She forgets to tell the babysitter

what she has said about the TV.
ten more minutes.

She wants you

Your favorite show will be on in

After Mom leaves, what do you do?

Bo you watch

your favorite program or do you tell the babysitter what Mom has
said?

4. Your teacher has chosen you to

be the leader of a group of children

in your class who will choose

what game will be played today during

gym class.

She wants everyone to agree on the choice that is made.

There are five children in the group, including you.

Four of them

want to play dodge-ball but the fifth person wants to play something
else.

What will you do?

Will you tell the teacher that your group

has chosen to play dodge-ball and ignore the fifth person or will
you help your group to try to choose another game that all five of
you would like to play?

Processing No. 2 :

1.

Did you have more trouble deciding which line to stand on this time?
Why do you think that happened?

2.

How did you feel about some of the decisions you made?

3. Which of the four decisions was the

hardest one for you to make?

4.

Which one of the four decisions was

the easiest one for you to make?

5.

Why do you think that it is important for a good leader to be able
to make wise decisions?
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Activity 10

Skill:

Decision Making

MATERIALS NEEDED:
One Activity

10 Worksheet for each child and one "Naughtles" card

for each group used.

Materials found In envelope marked Activity 10.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:
As we have been learning about becoming good leadevs, we discovered

that being a good leader doesn't always gust happen.
we must

leam

followers.

There are things

to do that will help us be better leaders and better

Then after we leam some of those skills^ we must spend time

practicing what we hâve learned so that we can. do our very best gob.
Today we are going to practice making some more decisions.
time we made

decisions,

we made

our

The 'Last

choices all by ourselves .but

sometimes decisions can be made by groups of people also.

Today we are

going to use groups to make decisions.

Involvement ;

In a short while, we will form groups of four or five people.
will give each group a list of people who we call the Naughties.^

I

These

are people who we usually would not like to be around but today we have
a special situation.

Each of you must add at

imaginary people to your group.

least

one

of these

Uhat you must do for today's activity

is to decide which person you would least like to have join your group,
and then which is the next person you would least like to "hâve join your
group and the next and so on until you haoe put all of the Naughties in
a list and the first person on your list is the person you consider to
be the naughtiest and the last person on your lisv is the person you
consider to be the least naughty.

One person in your group will write

^Adapted from Simon,- S., Howe, L . , and Klrschenbaum, H.
Clarification;

Values

A Handbook of Strategies for Teachers and Students.

Hart Publishing Co. Inc. , New York, 1972.
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Activity 10 (Continued)-

down the list in the order that your group decides upon and read it to
all of us when we are all finished.

Before we begins let's look at the

Rules for Good Decision Making and Problem Solving.^

Processing:

1. What did you think about while you were trying to decide who was the
worst person to add to your group?

2. Was it hard to decide which order to put them in?

3. Do you think that sometimes it will be hard to make decisions?

4. Do you think a leader might ever have to make unpleasant decisions
like you just did?

5.

When?

What kinds of things do you think a leader must think about when
he/she is making these kinds of decisions?

2

Adapted from Wilt, J.

Making Up Your Own Mind:

About Decision Making and Problem Solving.

A Children's Book

Educational Products

Division, Word Inc., Texas, 1978.
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Activities 11 and 12

PROBLEM SOLVING;
Our every day lives often present problems which must be solved.
Just as Is the case with making decisions, some of the problems are
minimal and are easily solved.
Other problems are much larger and
complex. Finding solutions to these problems is not as easy.
Problem solving is facilitated through the knowledge of the process
which generally produces the best solutions. This process requires one
to define the problem, brainstorm all of the possible solutions, select
the best and most appropriate solution, do that which is necessary to
solve the problem and finally, look back at your choice of a solution to
see if it was appropriate, and did it actually solve the problem.
If
the choice did not prove to be the best one, then the remaining choices
should be reconsidered and an alternative selected.
The use of this
process should prove helpful to anyone interested in effective problem
solving but most importantly, because of the demands made on him/her, a
leader should find this process most helpful.
UNIT OBJECTIVES:
To familiarize children with the problem solving process.
To provide opportunities
solving process.

for

the

children

to

use

the

problem

To provide opportunities for practice in thinking of alternatives.
To provide opportunities for children to become involved in group
problem solving.
To provide opportunities for children to recognize their ability to
solve problems.
SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES :
Suggest a problem for the children.
Have them draw all possible
solutions.
They can then circle the best solution.
They can
either discuss this with their classmates or the pictures can
become a bulletin board.
The children can also draw pictures which represent a problem.
They can then exchange the picture with another classmate and the
classmate can draw a picture of the possible solutions.
The
original child can then select the best solution and the two
children can discuss the choice to see if they agree on that
choice.
Read the children some books in which a problem is presented for
the characters in the book but do not read the solution. Allow the
children to use the problem solving method to come up with a
solution.
Then read them the solution from the book so that they
can compare the solutions.
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Activity 11

Skill;

Problem Solving

MATERIALS NEEDED:
One
Activity

Activity
11.

11

Worksheet

Children will

for

also

each

child

from

review Activity

10

envelope

marked

Worksheet

from

previous lesson.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE :
Introduction:

Now that we hccoe had some praatiae making deaisionej we are going to
begin to leam how to solve problems.

As we le a m a speaial way to

solve problems^ we will also l e a m a way to make better decisions.
Everyday you face a problem of some type.
very small and can be solved easily.

Some of the problems are

For example^ you may wake up and

find that the dog slept on your favorite blue shirt that you intended to
wear today.

His paws were wet and now your shirt is dirty.

small problem.

This is a

How can you solve it?

Sometimes the problems you face will be larger problems.
that you have two friends that you like very much.

Let’s say

But the problem is

that they don’t like each other right now because of an argument that
they had.

Each of them wants to play with you but doesn't want the

other friend to join in.

What will you do?

Allow time for the children

to talk this out and see if they come up with any acceptable solutions.
When this process is over inform the children that there is a specific
process that they can l e a m to use to help them solve problems and they
11 be learning it today.

Involvement :
Introduce the Activity 11 Worksheet which contains a description of
the Decision Making Process.

The best way to do this is to read through

each step with the children and briefly discuss
step.

Then

have

the

children work

through

the

the meaning

of

each

process with a real

problem as you act as a recorder for their responses to each step.

Here

is a real problem:
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Activity 11 (Continued)

Jm your family there ia only you^ an older eiater who goes to junior

high aohool and leaves for school before you do and your mother.

Your

mom works so she helps you get ready for school each morning and has
taught you how to get to the bus stop all by yourself in order to catch
the school bus to school with your other friends.

You have been doing

this very well for a month already^ but today after Mom. left you began
playing with one of your favorite toys and forgot to watch the clock.
By the time you looked at the cloak you realized that you were going to
nriss the bus.

You grab your jacket and lunch and race out of the door

and on down to the bus stop.

You arrive at the bus stop just in time to

see the bus go around the comer.
Guide

the

children

What will you do?

specifying

the

problem,

listing

possible

solutions, choosing the best solution, doing it and thinking back over
their choice to see

if

they

feel they made the best

possible solutions.Remind them of the Rules
and Problem Solving.

choice

of

the

for Good Decision Making

(Activity 10 Worksheet)

Here is another real problem to work through if time permits:

Recently you have been thinking about the fact that you need money.
Sometimes you want to buy a small
something important.
you have no job.

toy or go to the movie or save for

But right nowyou do not receive an allowance and

What can you do?

Processing:

.

1. What was the difference in the way we solved the problem of playing
with our friends who do not like each other and

the problem of

missing the bus?

2. Which way was the easiest way to solve the problems.

2. What do

you suppose we would do if we picked a

problem, tried the solution and it didn't work?
to know that if you
then you

may

try

solution to a

(Guide the children

try one of the solutions and it doesn't work

another

one

of

the

solutions.

That

is

the

advantage of listing all of the possible solutions.)
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Activity 11 (Continued)

4,

How do you think that knowing how to Bolve problems in this way will
help you?

Is it good for a leader to know how to solve problems in

this way?

Why?
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ACTIVITY 12

Skill:

Problem Solving

MATERIALS NEEDED;
One Problem Card for each group from Activity 12 envelope and Review
of Activity 10 and 11 Worksheets.

DEVELOPOMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction!

The

last time we worked on our leadership aativities^ we solved

problems as a whole class.
we must practice.
small groups.

We know that in order to do anything well,

So today we are going to practice solving problems in

But before we begin to do that let’s review the Rules for

Good Decision Making and Problem Solving (Activity 10 Worksheet) and the
Problem Solving Process (Activity 11 Worksheet).

Involvement :

We will soon form small groups of four or five people and work on
solving new problems.

(The

groups

formed

for

remain stable for the rest of the activities.)

this

activity

I will hand each group a

card which has a different problem to solve on it.

One person in your

group may want to list the different solutions to the problem.
worry if you cannot spell a word.
idea down.

Just do the best you can and get the

Distribute the Problem Cards for

Activity 12, found in the Activity 12 envelope.
group.

groups,

Do not

I will help anyone who 7ieeds help.

Divide the children into groups.

each

should

Remind

offering

them

support,

words for them but let

to
and

use

the

process.

technical

There is one card for
Circulate

assistance

such

as

among

the

spelling

them struggle with the actual problem solving

method.
When

they seem to have reached some agreement on the steps to be

done have each group share their particular problem,
came up with,

the one

the solutions they

they thought was the best and then ask them to

explain what they would do if they tried that solution and it didn’t
work.
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Activity 12 (Continued)

Processing;

1.

Who helped the most with the solutions your group decided on?

2.

Was there anyone who did not say anything?

If. sOj what might you

have done to get that person to help with the problem?

3.

Who was the leader in the group?

4.

Do you think you will be better able to solve problems now?

Why?

or Why not?

5.

What did you like best about this activity?

What did you

like

least?
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Activities 13 and 14

GROUP LEADERSHIP TECHNIQUES:
Since leaders are so often involved in working with groups, it
seems vital that we explore some of the dynamics of leading grups.
Generally these groups develop for the purpose of making decisions,
solving problems, planning or other tasks.
An effective group is a
productive group and a leader who is knowledgeable in the democratic or
shared group leadership techniques will be in a position to facilitate
this process for the group.
In a democratic group, leadership is a shared group process.
Each
member has responsibilities requiring his/her fullest participation for
the successful completion of the group task and the maintenance of the
group in good working order.
UNIT OBJECTIVES;
1.

To provide opportunities
leadership of a group..

2.

To
provide
problems.

3.

To provide practice in group interaction.

opportunities

for

for

children

children

to

to

share

solve

in

the

actual

SPECIAL NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR:
This set of activities requires some pre-preparation from you.
First, you need to assess how many groups your children will be working
in.
(Somewhere between 4 and 6 groups is best.) After determining how
many groups you will have you must provide a "real" problem for each
group to work on.
By "real" problem, I mean problems that are existing
within your class or with all second graders, i.e. too much paper is
being wasted, the sink in our room is always left wet, too many pencils
are being lost, etc.
Once you have chosen a problem for each group to work on, you need
to print a brief description of that problem on the blank spaces on the
PERFECT PROBLEM SOLVERS CLUB Leader Card 3-8.
You will need to do the
same thing with one set of cards for each group and their own specific
problem.
Additionally, because this activity involves some real discipline
on the part of the children, and because the leader has such a vital
part in this whole process, it would be very wise to spend a little time
with each leader explaining what is going to happen and reading through
the Leader Cards with him/her.
This set of activities represents the essence of leadership.
It
shows that leaders truly do assist others in solving their problems,
accomplishing tasks and having fun.
It negates the concepts of leaders
as the know-it-alls and the ones who just take over.
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Activities 13 and 14 (Continued)

These activities will require more than two days to complete so
keep that In mind with your dally planning.
(See suggested time line
which follows the Introduction to this guide.)
To my knowledge, this type of activity has never been tried with
youngsters below the seventh or eighth grade, but I have faith that our
kids can do It. With your energetic and excellent assistance, I'm-sure
they can.
SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Because of the nature of the activities described here, I would
suggest that you continue the P.P.S. Club throughout the school
year. The children can design a P.P.S. Club scrap book where they
describe through words or pictures every problem that the P.P.S.
Club works on throughout the year and also describe the solution.
They may want to make later notes as to the effectiveness of the
solution.
I'll bet that they will be pleased to see how great
their power as problem solvers Is.
They can also prepare, with words and
pictures, a P.P.S. Club
Newsletter to let parents, other students, and other staff members
know what they have been doing.
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Activity 13

Skill;

Group Leadership
Techniques

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Activity 5 Worksheet (Review).

Activity 13 envelope.

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction;

Since we have been learning how to be good leaders, we have studied
how to listen well.

Ve learned how to listen to what someone says to us

as well as how the person says it to us.
We discovered that there is much more to talking with others than
just saying words.

Who will stand and tell us one of the Rules for

Being a Good Communicator with Words?
one?

(and so forth)

Good!

Who can tell us another

We learned to think about what we are going to say

before we say it, to speak clearly, to look directly at the person we
are speaking to and to say what we really mean as long as we try very
hard not to hurt other's feelings.
We also

learned how to writewell.

We discovered that we are able

to take ourthoughts and feelings from inside
into words

our heads and put them

that we can write so that others aan know what we are

thinking.
We found
order and we

out that it is very important todo things in the correct
practiced that skill so that when

we lead others, we will

know what to do first, next and so on.
We practiced making decisions.

Who will stand and tell us one of

the three things we should care about when we are making decisions?
about another?

(and so forth)

That’s right.

How

We learned that the best

decisions that we make show others that we care about life and the world
around us, that we care about ourselves and that we care about others.
Recently, we spent some time learning a very special method to use
when we have problems to solve.

We found that this method helped us to

do a better job of solving problems.
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Activity 13 (Continued)

Now we are going to use alt of these new skills as we work as
leaders or followers.

Ne are going to use our leader skills to solve

real problems that we are having in our classroom or school.

Involvement ;

Today we arc going to practice being club members.
belongs to the P.P.S. Club.
Solver Club.
solvers.

Each of us

The P.P.S. stands for the Perfect Problem

Ne have been working very hard to become perfect problem

Ne are the best problem solvers around and we're going to get

a chcmae to prove it.
In a short while^ we are going to get into our groups and have a
club meeting to solve a problem.

(Note:

the leader of the club meeting

can either be teacher chosen or pupil chosen.)

The leader in your group

is going to manage your meeting so that you can do a good job of problem
solving.^

Let's get into our groups now and wait for me to tell you

what we will do next.
Whenever club meetings occur every person in the meeting has a job
to do.

The leader's job is to make sure that the group keeps working on

the job that the group has to do.

The leader must also help make sure

that everyone in the group gets a chance to speak.

The leader tries to

help group members to find a solution to the problem that ALL of the
members can accept.

It is not good to have any unhappy group members.

What do you think might happen if your group decides on a way of solving
a problem but one of the group members is hurt or angry because he/she
does not agree with the solution?

(Guide the children to see that this

group member will have bad feelings toward other group members and later
when the time comes to actually do what it takes to solve the problem,
this person will probably not be very helpful.)

Group members, you have a big job to do also.
your job is?

That's good thinking.

What do you think

Your job is to think real hard

about the problem that your group has to solve and give your ideas to

^The consensus process described here is adapted from Betz, R.L.
Group and Tasking, An unpublished paper.

Task

Western Michigan University,

Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1979.
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Activity 13 (Continued)

the other group members so that they aan think about them also.

You

have a job to make sure that everuthing that you say is something that
will help your gvoup solve the problem.

Problem solving is serious

business esipeoially when you are working on solving real problems like
we are.

Therefore^ everyone must work very hard and give their very

best.
Today our club meeting has a job.
about the other alub members.

That job is to get to know more

Your leader will tell you what your job

is and will tell you what his/her job is also.

He/she has a card to

read that will help him/her know exactly what to say.
Each leader should have Leader Cards 1 and 2.

These cards require

some reading so the leaders should be confident readers.
to meet with the leaders before even beginning

You may want

this activity to help

clarify what their roles will be and to read through the cards with them
to make sure that they are comfortable with all of the words and their
meanings.
Instruct the leader to read Card 1 slowly and clearly out loud to
the club members in his/her group.
thing with Card 2 except

Then the leader is to do the same

that this time he/she will wait for answers

from each student before going on to the next question.

Remind the club

members that they are to give their answers in complete sentences, i.e.
"My name is Carol Sanders" not "Carol Sanders."
they are

to

give

their

answers

to

the

Remind the leaders that

questions

also

so

that

club

members can get to know them better also.
While

this entire process is going on, be sure

offer support.

to

circulate

and

This process may seem difficult for the children but the

pay-off of the struggling that they do will not only enhance their group
interaction skills but will help to build their confidence in themselves
because they are learning "grown-up skills" and make for a more cohesive
group of class members.
When this process is completed and question 5 seems to have been
answered by all of the groups, compliment them on their efforts.

Then

say, "The next time we will be in the same groups and begin working on

the real problems."
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Activity 13 (Continued)

Processing:

1.

What did you think about working together in a group with a student
leader today?

2. Did everyone get a ahanae to sJiare about themselves?

3. Tell us some of the interesting things you learnedabout our class
members,

4.

What did you learn about yourself as you were working with other
children in the group?

5.

Bo you think the leader's fob was hard or easy?

Why?

6.

Do you think the club members' fob was hard or easy?

Why?
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Activity 14

Skill;

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Group Leadership
Techniques

Activity 14 Envelope

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:

The last time we worked on our leadership activities^
ahanae to team more about other members of our group.

we got a

Why do you think

that it is important for group members to know each other well?
Today we are going to begin to work on the real problems and soon we
will make a plan for doing whatever we decide has to be done in order to
solve the problem.^
another leader.
you to solve.

When you go to your group today^ you will have

I will give each leader a card with a problem on it for
The leader will also have cards which he/she will read to

you which will help you know what to do.

Involvement:
Get the children back into their groups,
begin to circulate again.
with spelling.

distribute the cards and

This time you may have to help the recorders

Be sure to reassure them that they are mainly trying to

get the ideas down and in this case spelling is not as important as it
usually is.
You will have to make a judgment about the timing process for this
activity.

If the children come up with the solutions in just a matter

of minutes,
The

then the leader can proceed with Leader Cards 5 and/or 6.

same with

Cards

7

and

8.

Your

own

scheduling

will

Otherwise, just Leader Cards 3 and 4 should be used today.
day is used, you need not go into much introduction.

be

best.

If another

They can just form

the groups, a new leader can be chosen and they can continue the task.
The new Leader should always
beginning.

read Leader Card 3 to

the group before

The same processing can be used for any subsequent days.

^The planning process described on the P.P.S. Club Leader Cards 6, 7,
and 8 are adapted from Grimshaw, W.F.

A Leadership Development Program

for Trainers of Community Organization Groups.

Western Michigan

University, Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1981.
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Activity 14 (Continued)

Processing;

1.

Was your job any easier today than it was the last time we worked in
g-roups?

Why?

2,

How did you feel about the work that your group did?

S.

Did everyone seem to help with the decisions? If

not, what could

have been done to get help from all of the members?

When the entire group process is completed these processing questions
should be asked.

1.

When did you use your listening skills?

2.

When did you use your good speaking skills?

3.

When did you use your good decision making skills?

4.

How did you feel about using our problem solver method to work on
real problems?

5.

Were you surprised that you could do such a good job of solving
problems?

6.

Could you use this method to solve your own special problems?

7.

Let 's everyone stand and give ourselves a hand for becoming Perfect
Problem Solvers.
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Activity 15

CULMINATING ACTIVITY:
Having looked at some of the behaviors identified as being
characteristic of effective leaders, and having had the opportunity to
practice
those behaviors,
it is time to allow the children an
opportunity to express how they view themselves as leaders and
followers.
UNIT OBJECTIVES :
1.

To provide the opportunity for children to express how they
feel about he'mselves as leaders.

2.

To provide the opportunity for children to interact with the
group.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Have the children dictate a story to you or into a tape recorder
about a child or a leader.
The story can be reproduced and then
the children can illustrate it.
* If the group sizes ranged from 4 to 6 members in each group, you
may want to devise a classroom awards assembly. You would have to
ask the children to pick the person in their group who was the best
listener, who was the best thinker, who helped the most, who was
the best speaker, who worked the hardest, etc.
You would have to
have enough award classifications so that every child in the group
got an award for something.
Then you could have an assembly in
your room or some other comfortable area and invite parents, other
staff members, and the principal in to see each child receive a
P.P.S. Club Leader Award.

* This activity
permits.

is

optional

but

is

highly

recommended

if

time
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Activity 15

Skill:

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Culminating Activity

Activity 15 Envelope, crayons

DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE:
Introduction:
/Ve hccoe had a great time for the last few weeks learning all about

being good leaders and good followers.

We learned to listen well, , We

learned to speak clearly and use good thinking.

We learned how to put

our thoughts in the correct order so that we would know the correct
order to use when we had things to do.

We practiced making decisions

and learned how to think about ourselves, life and the world around and
other people

when we make decisions.

What happens when we make a

decision that is not good for other people but seems to he good for us?
Is it possible to make a different decision that is good for other
people and us?
We spent a good deal of time learning how to solve problems.

Who

aan tell us some of the things we learned about problem solving?
also know a lot more about how to manage meetings.
the job of the leader is?

We

Who aan tell us what

Who can tell us what the job of the members

is?
We have learned so much that I'll bet you are getting to be real
good leaders.

Let's think for a minute about how you might act if you

were leading your friends.

What are some of the things you might do?

Would you listen to the ideas of others or would you make all of'the
decisions?

Do you think you could be a good leader?

Could you be a

good follower also?
In what ways might you be a leader at home?

In what ways might you

be a leader in our classroom?
Tell us something that you can do better now than you did last year.
Isn't it a good thing that we aan leam so much?
already this year haven't we?

We have learned a lot

That's because we are such good learners.

But I'll bet that you didn't know that you can be teachers also.

Now

that you have learned so much about leading others, you can teach others
some of the things that you have learned.

In that way, you aan use what

you have learned to help others.
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Activity 15 (Continued)

Involvement;

Today we are going to make a "coat of arms.
a "coat of arms" is?

Does anyone know what

(If children are not able

to give the correct

answer, you may want to give the following explanation.)

Long ago eaah

family had a shield or a "ooat of arms" that had symbols to represent
important things about them.

If you looked at someone 's "ooat of arms"

you could tell some of the things that family or individual did well.
So, today we are going to show others things that you are interested in
and things that you do well as leaders.
I

am going

Worksheet.)

you.

to give you a

"ooat of arms" ditto.

(Activity

15

In each box, you are going to draw something special about

In Box 1, you are going to draw a picture of you doing the one

thing that you do best.

In Box 2, you are going to draw a picture of

you leading your friend in some way.

In Box 3, you are going to draw a

picture of you leading your family in some way.

And in Box 4, you are

going to draw a picture of something that makes you smile.

In Box 5, I

will print your "Special Me" name, so that we will know whose "coat of
arms" it is.

When all of the "coats of axms" are completed, we will

share them with eaah other and then with others by placing them on the
.bulletin board.

(Note:

It would be terrific if this bulletin board were in a place

where the whole school could see the product.)

1

Adapted from Canfield, J. and Wells, H.C.
Concept in the Classroom;

100 Ways to Enhance Self-

A Handbook for Teachers and Parents.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., New Jersey, 1976.
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Human Sublecislnsllluilonal Review Board

LI

1,1

Kalamazoo, MlOhigan4900B-3899
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Michael R. Frazee
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HSIRB Project Number: 9 0 - 0 9 - 0 5

U

We have received the changes to your protocol as requested In our September 6 letter. This letter w ill
serve as confirmation that your research protocol, “A Study of theEffects on Second Grade Students of a
Leadership Curriculum,” has been aooroved under theexempt cateoorv of review by the HSIRB. The
conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of Western Michigan University. You
may now begin to Implement the research as described In the approval application.
You must seek reapproval for any changes In this design. You must also seek reapproval If the project
extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishesyou success in the pursuit of your research goals,
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